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From the Editor:
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Dinse, the many contributors, and you, the reader.
—Robert John Donahue
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As For the Problem of Evil
Daniel R. Plate — (first place poem)

I do not deny
that he hides
behind somewhere:
a black stone,
an almost solid
thin flecked tree
branch rising in
the night.
I do not brush
him back or
claim to trample
him beneath the
wishes for a
better walking place;
he has been
watching me from
his silent perches
for some time,
and 1 have not
been surprised to
see him there,
cold face lifting
to firm a silent
and slow glance
onto my world.
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But I will not
be consumed (and
I say this with a
casual grin) by him.
I have been con
sumed already by
a separate and
more lovely man,
and the dista
nee floating softily
between them is as
comforting to my
fragile soul as
steady and silver
blinking water drops.
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A Question for My Chemistry Professor
Karl Martin — (second place poem)

If you stood
before David's ragged yellow emblem
of coarse fabric
in a bleak Holocaust museum
in Palestine
And your fingers
reaching out, quivering between
your nose
and the harsh fibrous sheen
of the star
Pinched
that material between them
like the
bleeding woman gripping the hem
of Christ's robe—
Would the
electrically charged matter
on the star
that condensed from the vapor
of betrayal
In the heart
of the Jew who once wore it
ionize
and chemically combine with
your fingers
And slowly
burn into your blood
like acid
or like a healing flood
of truth?
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THE BREAD OF LIFE
Rachel Hillman
Jesus said, "I am the bread of life." As a young child I knew
that Jesus was not a piece of bread, but sometimes as I ate
communion bread I would envision that I was actually eating Jesus.
I used to feel terrible, almost as if I were a cannibal. Little did I
know that one day Jesus would fill my hunger with the bread of life
and teach me the universal significance of His profound statement.
The battered, gray, Russian bus slowly moved down the
winding highway as the bright summer sun started to open its sleepy
eyes and illuminate the morning sky. On either side of the 'mission
monster' lay open fields that seemed to spread out forever.
Occasionally, a cow or wild horse would wander out onto the
highway. With eyes peeled to the dusty windows, we marveled at
the first signs of livelihood. Inside, the bus bubbled with singing,
laughter, and the munching and crunching of goodies that lay
stashed in the bottoms of suitcases and backpacks. We knew that
food as it existed in America was not very prevalent in this new
culture.
The bus came to a sudden halt, dust flew up the sides, and
quickly everyone piled out for the infamous 'bathroom brigade.' The
bus driver would say once more in a low voice, "Girls to the right,
guys on the left." In one frightfully, forceful stampede the girls ran,
with rolls of toilet paper in hand, into the brush on the side of the
road. Pretty soon, one by one they mounted the old steps of the bus
once more and slouched down in the tattered, green seats. As the
bus started to move, the fields were dotted with little white patches
that looked like snow in July.
Our first stop was a camp located just outside of Kiev where a
Christian organization had set up a two-week youth camp for teens.
As we stepped out into the humid air, our stomachs growled
furiously. We waited in line for what seemed like hours for a piece
of bread, a bowl of soup, and a cup of mineral water. The dry, brittle
bread didn't fill our little tummies and the mineral water did not
quench our thirst for pure water, but we gave thanks with a grateful
heart.
One night I was talking to some Russian girls, and they asked
me if I knew any Russian songs. The Russian girls clasped my
hands and began to sing to me. Although the words were foreign to
me, the tune was very familiar. They were singing "Jesus, Name
Above All Names." Before we realized it, our little circle had spread
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into a huge crowd of campers. A crippled man was brought before
us and laid in the middle of our circle. Seated on the cement in the
middle of the bright, beaming faces, he looked up with awe and
amazement. The wonderful feeling of warmth I felt at the moment
was indescribable. Such unity and beauty was too beautiful for me
to understand. Our voices faded in the still night.
Dew covered the trees and brush along the sides of the dirt
pathway as I made my way to the shower room, or as the girls would
say the "spider shack." There were no lights, which was probably a
good thing, because no one knew what creepy crawly things were
nesting in the rundown place. I stepped in, with muck stacked ankle
deep, and managed to sing "Be a Missionary Every Day."
The sun peeked through the trees and nature came alive. My
mouth was dry, and I longed for some water to drink, but we were
instructed not to drink the water because it was not pure. My
stomach yearned for homemade rolls like the kind my Grandma
makes at Thanksgiving, but instead my lunch consisted of stale
bread and tea.
In the afternoon we performed silent dramas and shared
testimonies in a small church in Gomel. The church was literally
packed. People squeezed their way into every nook and cranny they
could find. Many people were left standing outside of the church. It
was about 90 degrees, and I wondered how the people stayed so
attentive with sweat dripping down their faces. Youngme, our choir
director, began to sing ... the crowd broke down into sobs as she
sang "How Great Thou Art" in Russian. It was simply beautiful! I
saw their eyes, their soft, pale cheeks, their longing hearts ... Oh,
how I desired to reach out and touch them. Over a hundred people
came forward to accept Jesus Christ as their personal savior! We
were escorted out of the church, because of the crowds outside. The
TV cameras were waiting outside to get some coverage on
Americans. We were overwhelmed with hugs and kisses by little old
ladies saying "Spasiba, spasiba (Thankyou, thank you)!" They gave
each of us a pink and red rose. What a night! Never in my life had
I seen such giving and loving people.
The next morning our leaders announced unexpectedly that we
were going to a state prison. My eyes widened and I glowed with
curiosity and excitement. When we arrived, they gave a list of
guidelines to abide by. Number one: Girls are not to give the
prisoners direct eye contact during the singing performance.
Number two: No one is to touch any of the rails or fences in the
entrance way. Number three: Girls are not to linger after the service
or talk to the prisoners. One by one we filed into a small four wall
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auditorium. I smiled brightly and looked out into the crowd seated
before me. I saw them, young and old, fat and thin, black and white,
with empty, expressionless stares that seemed to peer right at me.
As we began to sing "Jesus Name Above All Names" the words of
my director began to echo in my ears, "Don't look at them, don't give
them eye contact." I felt like I was in a cage of ferocious tigers. 1
knew that I was in the very presence of God's most beautiful
creation. I smiled and gleamed with unending joy and enthusiasm.
Their round, pale faces seemed to reveal the pain they felt deep
within. I wondered what untold tales their lives possessed and what
drove them to this awful place.
After the service finished, they ushered the girls away. I stood
back, hesitant to leave. A young prisoner approached me and
cautiously stretched out his hand. In his palm was a small match
box. As he placed it in my hand, I was immediately escorted out the
door. I gently opened the small box and inside was a delicate pair
of handmade cross earrings embroidered with green and red.
Wiping my tears away, I muttered, "I am a sinner just like them."
As the jumbo jet landed in JFK airport in New York City a
week later, the faces of the Russian people, the prisoners, and the
young girls lingered in my thoughts. As I walked out of the airport
to catch a taxi, I saw a man standing by the curb thumbing through
a Time magazine. Across his waist he wore a sign that said "I'll
work for food!"
We all need bread to live. Whether we are young or old, black
or white, Russian or American, bound or free, we all crave spiritual
food. I believe for the first time in my life I understood what Jesus
meant when He said, "I an the bread of life: he who comes to me will
never go hungry, and he who believes in me will never be thirsty."
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Elegance
Travis Vanest

A thousand perfect pearls
Found on the green ocean floor
Are not as captivating
as
A string of white glass spheres
laying limp around your silk neck.

Just a Disagreement
L.M.A.

ruby shards
flying
we are drenched
in our own blood
flesh simply melts
under such pressure
everything vital is
pierced
all that is left
suffocates
drowns
implodes
and still pride
reloads
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23 March
Curtis Strohl

I want to dig my grave
and dig it deep.
Dig it well, with my fingers.
I will grab, and crawl at the black dirt
between my fingers,
and spread it all over my face.
Black dirt, across ray forehead
under my eyes, on my nose
across my cheeks, under my mouth,
and on my chin.
Spread over my entire body.
Lay cool and still with the silent worms
in my six foot hole.
Lay until someone will please me
by kicking the dirt onto me.
And I will be saved,
from causing further pain.
And what does it matter if I leave,
I lost in one moment what I care for and
what understood me.
So kick down the dirt
and fill the grave.
Leave no hollow shadows that will remember me.
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Poetry
Julie Shinabery

Love is a red heart
and winter is snow
to me.
Please lift a lighted match
to my wooden box brain
packed with square facts
and logic.
Burn and blow.
Scatter the ashes and
make me chase them.

Speechless
L.M.A.

I do not know the language
well enough
to abuse it so.
1 would rather
delve without words
into the rivers that flow
within the paper veins
of a leaf lying gold
on my palm.
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Kamping and Camping
Ed Rankin
This summer I went on a trip to Colorado and Utah with five
of my favorite male humans in a large recreational vehicle. The trip
lasted two weeks, and on several nights we had the memorable
experience of staying at something called a KOA (Campground. As
I spent time at this establishment, I became aware that there is a
group of people that would probably be somewhat offended at seeing
the word kampground (albeit misspelled) on a sign advertising this
place. These people are called campers, and I consider myself a
proud member of the group. Those of us who are avid or
enthusiastic campers know that using the word "camping" when
describing what goes on at a KOA Kampground is at best a slight
misnomer. These Kampgrounds are fine ideas, but they have little
or nothing to do with camping.
The discrepancy lies in the gross distortion, or possibly the
removal altogether, of the true purpose of camping on the part of the
KOA. KOAs have coin-operated washing machines. The existence
of these appliances, which everyone has in their houses, permits
"kampers" to conveniently wash their clothes if they should become
soiled during the strenuous activities associated with KOAs. These
activities may include swimming in the heated pool, an activity that
is potentially very physically exerting—either from doing laps, or
from chasing your four-, seven-, and nine-year-old around the pool
trying to get them to put their bathing suits back on and stop
splashing and biting strangers; unwinding with a lemonade in the
hot tub—no children allowed, so you're all right there, but now you
have to make conversation with other adults who are talking to you
even though they don't know you, put up with vibrant
twentysomethings eagerly showing their affection for each other, or
listen to the elderly couple that has been to every state in the union
this summer and wants to tell you about every minute of it or explain
how, in their day, they didn't have hot tubs; and challenging your
intellectual capabilities and enhancing your appreciation of nature
by playing video games and shooting pool. One can clearly see how
these activities would mess up one's clothing and warrant the
existence of plenty of washing machines.
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KOAs also have a small grocery store/giftshop in case a
kamper should, heaven foibid, forget the salt for the dish they
prepared in the microwave plugged into the cigarette lighter of their
RV. The "campsites" at a KOA are blacktop parking places,
separated by small plots of freshly mown grass. The KOA
perception of camping seems to be the one that necessitates the
implementation of modern conveniences and luxuries to make the
kamper feel as if he never left home and nothing has changed.
Camping, as we campers well know, is something entirely
different. We know the true purpose of camping—to get away from
civilization, to live in the woods with as few modern amenities as
possible, to bask in fascination with the natural world that usually
goes unnoticed in the course of our busy lives. There are no washing
machines when one is camping. Dirty clothes go in a plastic garbage
bag until the end of the trip when laundry can be done at home. And
soiled clothing is a distinct possibility, and often an enhancement of
the camping experience, because of the activities involved and
because a large part of the natural world consists of dirt. These
activities may include venturing into the woods (an irresistible
temptation for a camper at a good campground) to find a trail or
firewood or a neat stick—an activity that could and maybe should,
take most of an afternoon and bring the camper a closer realization
of perfection than would his job or his neighborhood; climbing
rocks; wading and splashing in streams; climbing trees; playing
cards in the tent with the other campers by the light of a lantern
when it gets dark or rains during the day; and sitting around a
campfire at night discussing the day with companions, roasting
marshmallows, laughing, and loving. One can clearly see how these
activities would mess up one's clothing and warrant the existence of
plenty of washing machines, but there are none. The day's clothes
are slept in, hung up to be worn the next day, or put away to be
washed at home.
There are no stores in the woods. You eat what you
brought or you go without, and you cook on the grate over the
firepit, not in a microwave.
The point of going camping is not to be as comfortable as
possible, but to see what it is like to live somewhat uncomfortably
and focus on nature and fellow human beings. The point is to leave
all the common things behind and live like you don't usually live.
The point is the appreciation of nature and change—change in
perspective, change in how we look at our lives and how we look at
the world around us. What goes on at KOAs isn't camping, it's just
more of the same things that we can do any day of the week in our
18

normal lives.
When planning a vacation, decide what you want to do. If
you want to go camping, by all means do so. Get a tent, some food,
a couple changes of clothes, and some loved ones and live in the
woods for a few days. If you want to park your RV in a parking lot
with other RVs, swim in a pool, play video games, and go
shopping, stay at a KOA (Campground. But please, for the sake of
campers everywhere, don't call it camping.

untitled
Karen Lauck
I sense you sending images to my pupils . . .
images that make my lips crack.
But suddenly, as in a dream
where I'm falling out of bed,
my contacts hurt so badly I can't blink
... my mom keeps telling me i should
take them out
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As A Feline
Bethany Lee

Tenderly, I pussyfoot around the new linen davenport,
custom-made by Ethan Allen
(it was on sale for 30% off, but the neighbors need not know).
"No, no kitty," you tell the tiger-striped creature at your feet
as I scratch my spine against the wood-trimmed base.
I patter to the hearth rug and curl up in front of the blazing fire,
yet the frayed yarns of my mat seem to have lost their luster
now that 1 have spied the splendid softness of spun fibers.
You rise to answer the bell, and I
(without hesitation)
dash across the room, pouncing on the forbidden fruit.
Settling into the crack between the cushions,
1 close my eyes half-way to hear your voice
comparing notes on gardening with the neighbor lady.
Bored with your talk,
I fall asleep, twitching the tip of my tail, dreaming
of the day the gerbil escaped its cage,
and I found it.
After a nap and a bath (cleansed by my abrasive tongue),
I stretch—
digging my claws into the cushion and then,
pulling them close, until
SCRATCH!
the combed fluffs of cotton bleed through the cut.
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Luke 10: 39-40
Bethany Lee
She brushed grey wispy hair into a bun,
then kneaded over several clumps of dough
that would not take the shape of loaves
in this God-forsaken heat of mid-day sun.
Limping on her bunioned toes, she sighed
aloud, (poor Martha labored slowly like
the donkey hauling grainsacks to the market)
"So much to do before the King arrives."
Impatient Mary scanned the road ahead
Despite the crowds, she spied his wandering gait
that seemed at once both guided and misled.
He called her name and awed she fell prostrate
at scar-kissed feet. She drank his words like red
wine spilling drop by drop onto a parched man-drake.
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watershed
Bethany Lee

water is bothersome, really,
always moving
always changing
disseminating
(incessantly)—
even as ice
especially as steam
you think i'm being contrary
(needlessly),
a vengeance
against such a life-giving liquid
[frightening childhood pool incident?
you ask]
maybe it's because
i crave stability
consistency
tradition
status quo
(or maybe i am a stick-in-the-mud)
but still...
i resent that—
by fulfilling its mandated function—
water
creates a constant state of flux.
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Paradox: a study in rhyme, meter, and contradiction
(dedicated to him who hates them the most)
Susan Miller
Refined but not conformed; abrupt, yet planned
His laughter disguising his pain
A walking paradox
Complexity
Hiding
Trusting
Simplicity
His humor often shocks
A smile, a nod can shield disdain
Yet he beckons with an extended hand.

Forsaken
Alex Patterson
When suns orbit
And apples float
When water seems to fly
I find that I can't
really
see you.
But don't walk away—
that would seem
too right.
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Frustrated Demise
Todd Piggott — (editor's choice)
Yes, I saw you, my friend, lying limp, a
Cyborg on white sheets (Eveiy-where it was
White!) with your newly grafted shoots of
Plastic and steel. The shoots that shame
Fully mocked all biology
(and
Life). What it was that sustained you,
Caught fast in the
Forceps of preventive life, while you lay there
organically gasping. (Even the
oath-takers in their efficient white suits could
Hardly hold you back.)
What an Italian!
You use/d to be, grizzled and paunchy, with the
Sugar and spice of the affairs of life etched like
Woodcuts in your body. You lived. Little
Held you down, and when those white—
Robed deterrents struggled to contain your life in a
Test tube, and all around
Gleamed white, you reached your flaccid
Skinless hands, once lovely and full,
For blame/less black.
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Georgey, in Love
Todd Piggott
Love is the most
intensest joy
Georgey
ever felt.
Shaky,
he worries why
the gut trembles and
pains
like
heavy hunger hushed
with a goose
quill pillow.

Untitled
KariA. Jordan
The fool's gold sun spatters rays
Across a blank sky
While brown leaves cackle.

And The Young Men Came In And Found Her Dead
Anne Goldsmith
My tongue sings flowery evils into the ear of my bosom friend
Scanning the crowd my gaze focuses easily
On the disgusting couple
Undaunted by thoughts of kindness
My finger separates them from the rest
Somehow these things are done with no regard for consequence
Am I really so far above Sapphira
That I need not fear?
My dulled and smothered conscience denies me entrance
To the very place I most want to be
Mocking the One 1 say I love
I am placed in the hands of the one I hate
And I stand in the threshold . .. waiting
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Then
Jena Habegger

The place that smelted like summer
had lipstick sunsets
and bare feet kissing tiles.
(It was very something,
but didn't like to tell you exactly what.)
Everything blew by
listlessly.
And sometimes,
it only took the silver of my rings
to make me very, very
content.

innocence
Jena Habegger

once
dancing pixies alighted from my shoulder
and tangled themselves in your hair,
calling my name silverly.
and i,
not being able to stop myself
allowed my desperate fingertips
to follow them.
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Rainy Season
Jena Habegger — (third place poem)

Laying crossways with the bed and this wooden room
I imagine my hair like water spilt over the edge
and I try to see it from up above looking down.
Behind my head and out the window
the mountains don't exist anymore.
It is thick and grey and very flat.
The rain will come soon.
If I think about it, I feel the heaviness of heat and air
dropping itself against every inch of me.
I make sure not even my thighs touch each other.
My muslin skirt is rolled up to my waist.
I like to feel naked in this still room.
Still, with heaviness of heat and air.
Eyes closed, I try to lie more still than I already am.
It's easy to pretend I'm paralyzed.
It's like dead.
But the rain will come soon.
And then I'll stand up and put on my yellow sweater.
From behind the half-shut window
I'll watch the sky be grey. Then white.
I won't remember how it was before—
stuck flat to the Chinese print bedspread.
And it will be pleasant to burn my lips on tea.
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Shades of Green

Fred Johnson
The winter now, and I trapped here.
Under weathers that indulge themselves
With sunwhiches, eating the star of poetic horizons;
The winds! (they grow into a storm,
Bloated on their feast of yellow) and
I trapped here am endly buried under
Mounds of confusion white
(The tempest absorbs my blue,
Is the wilter of my new green) and
Am made white as well;
I hopefear that the angry colors
(I saw some small shades still challenging
The pale) may soon prevail and melt the white
(Oh, me, the now white too!) all away.

untitled
danieUe m. jarrett

eyes
teaiy.
hands
bloodied.
face
scorned with spit.
(my) unwanted life
given (new) birth
through His
eyes teary
His hands bloodied
His face scorned with spit
My Lord.
blood
trickles
down
fresh
from the thorns
and
with every drop
He's
cleansing
the
very
depths
of my soul.
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Sleep for Now
Fred Johnson
I think that will stop thinking of the
Stressful lackemotion
non-flooding my little head and
won't care
that 'm'umbling—
Said she thought lack of emotion
was
almost even more intense than some emotions,
you know?
well, think so too
but only if think about it.
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A Modern Philosophy for Mankind
Jonathan Ehren and Jonathan Burchel
We are logical positivists. We believe that truth can be
understood through the empirical observation of the universe. We
believe also that this truth will provide meaning for the seeker, and
is sufficient to provide purpose for existence. This philosophy does
not contradict with that of the majority of the Taylor community, we
suspect. Even so, many here may in fact object to it at first based on
their illogical assumption that anything not based on ideas from the
Bible cannot be true.
The universe, as we know from modern physics, is
expanding. Matter is becoming less and less organized as it
becomes more distant from the origin point This concept of entropy
can be seen on a less grand scale if we think of a bomb exploding.
The matter from the bomb, as it moves from the center, becomes
dispersed over a greater space, thus becoming more disorganized.
However, there is another phenomenon occurring in the
universe. Matter is simultaneously contracting in space, forming
dense stars and planets. Even to a greater extent on at least one of
these planets (Earth), the matter has become so organized that it has
developed means to collect stray energy and organize it even further.
Plants absorb the light of the sun, creating complex ecological
systems which are acted on by animals, and finally by man.
Man, as far as we can empirically observe, supports the
highest level of thought of any being in the known universe. We
have organized matter (through our evolution) into such complex
systems that we sustain intelligence, creativity, and ingenuity. We
not only organize matter in our bodies that we take in as food, but
we organize it to provide shelter, transportation and generally
anything else that we desire to have for ourselves.
Our purpose in the universe is to more and more efficiently
organize matter through evolution or direct intervention in the
natural entropic movement of universe to sustain the metaphysical.
By this, we do not imply the mystical, but merely the capacity for
complex, sentient thought.
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It is only in the last century that man has begun to realize
that by doing more with less (ephemeralisation) we can support
ourselves better and better. Prior to this century, it was widely
believed that only a small percentage of the population could hope
to live well, because there were simply not enough resources to
provide for all. Mai thus stated this, and the leaders of the nations
have lived by it. Wars resulted because there was the constant need
to have what was necessary for comfortable survival, and yet never
enough for all to have it.
However, as we have seen from the technological
revolution, when we increase the efficiency of our use of resources,
we increase standards of living because we make more from our
limited supplies. We have noticed almost inadvertently that in the
last century, the numbers of people living in economic success (no
physical needs unmet, living to old age) have increased from 1% at
the beginning of the century to a current 40%, or most of the
"western' world. Although many like to attribute this to democracy
and a market economy, these ideologies actually had very little to do
with the change. It was indeed the technological revolution.
Those of us privileged enough to live in this economic
wonderland could not dream of living without heat, air
conditioning, vehicles of rapid transportation, telecommunication,
and computers. These things, not political ideologies, are the real
glue that holds the western world together, and that will ultimately
unite the entire world in a system that works. Political
organizations will simply give way to computer-run bureaucracies
that ensure smooth operation of all the social services, integrate
industries, and assure freedom for each human to do exactly as he or
she pleases as long as they do not interfere with another's right to do
the same.
However, there are many people who still do not see the
light at the end of the tunnel of misery that humanity has been
struggling to escape from since the first men fought over rights to
fertile land. While we now employ our world resources at an
average 4% efficiency in structural design and energy consumption,
we already have seen drastic, revolutionary leaps in standards of
living worldwide. But with only four of ten people living now at
western standards of living in the world, there are still major
disputes over resources, land and employment. If we could increase
the efficiency of our technologies to only 10%, we would
immediately be capable of supporting all of humanity at levels now
enjoyed only by those of us in such fortunate positions of wealth as
now only 40% of us enjoy (worldwide).
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Buckminster Fuller, renowned architect, thinker and
Nobel-laureate has calculated these figures based on world statistics
on standards of living, resource consumption, and levels of world
resources. He believes that there will and must be a (continued)
revolution of the intellectual community (yes, that is us, the college
students) to bring about the necessary technological innovations to
support humanity at an ever higher standard of living.
Thus, we are truly about to enter a new era of world history.
Wars will not exist without economic motivators. If all are wealthy
and prosperous, education will become a lifelong goal to be
continually pursued. We, humanity, will be actively participating in
the propagation of the metaphysical, our purpose in the universe.
However, there are obvious obstacles which must be
overcome. The recent increase in technology has also brought about
greater destructive technology and new problems of its own. These
problems are very real, and must be dealt with. Our world could end
in oblivion as easily as it could in Utopia with current nuclear
technology. But we personally take an optimistic approach We
believe the anti-entropic force which has brought us this far in our
evolutionary process could be God. We believe that this same force
will not allow this amazing accomplishment of matter supporting
the metaphysical to fail at such a crucial crisis point. We must
overcome this crisis, or we would not have made it this far.
We wrote this essay because we are passionately convinced
that we are hanging on the brink of the beginning of a powerful new
era in the history of humanity. Many Christians will adamantly
disagree, and even call me a harbinger of the end times. While we
can understand their thinking, we are saddened by such a response.
God expects more of humanity, we believe, than mere lifelong toil
and devotion on a wretched planet in a gargantuan universe and
then in death to be received into Him. We believe that the universe
is here for a purpose—the sustenance of the metaphysical. We hope
very sincerely that readers of this essay will not dismiss it as a liberal
and unrighteous view. Remember, we are the youth of a truly
remarkable time in history. We have a grave responsibility to act
wisely and quickly, for if we do not, who will?
Major sources for this essay were Buckminster Fuller's Utopia or
Oblivion: The Prospects for Humanity and the United Natioils Book
of Vital World Statistics.
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Sister
Curtis Strohl
Our sister of innocence has left
quietly,
as we edged her from the kitchen to the back door.
Each sip of whatever it was
gave us a new knowledge,
and with that knowledge
well, we .. . you know the song (maybe just the chorus).
But the cider from the apples
we picked with our own chubby hand
opened our eyes.
And we discovered wisdom
(or maybe it was just knowledge,
I don't remember anymore).
Never mind, 1 just mean to say that we discovered something.
I don't know if you remember or not,
the night that our sister finally left home.
We kept on pushing her
and a couple of us gave her a slap.
I can still see her slipping out the back door.
She was, as we first knew her as children,
shrouded in her white habit.
I followed her out and saw you, Jamie
in the garage.
And we cried together, because of what we knew.
Anyway I just keep replaying that scene of her
walking out back through the garage.
And it's only now that I've awakened that I miss her in my bed,
because we used to sleep together, as children do.
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A New Place
Anonymous

Go easy
and smile for me in wintertime
And soft
we'll fill the room with roses
And quiet
the quiet will carry us to
a new place.

Books and Stars
Anonymous

Books and Stars
are simple things.
Crisp
pure things.
Books and Stars
are hard and
obvious
well defined
By Webster
And friends.
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empty flute jazz
Anonymous — (fourth place poem)

You are
empty flute jazz
and questionable cardboard
card - board
you are
wet-dry
you are
The Red
and
The White
of it you are
to be
you are
free, see
set within me
you are
toes in grass
hand-glass
to sip you are
too soft you
are
slow stroll
flying low
you are.

I will... the heavy rain
Anonymous

I will stand at the ocean
edge
pulling at the sky
AND the hard heavy
rain will tall
to my fingers
AND the hard heavy rain
will drown
my blue hands
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Stanyan Street
Anonymous

Stanyan Street
clutching its angry cobblestones
will lead us
into the fire
the woods
the nighttime.
Stanyan Street
holding back the storefronts
will lead us
into the fire
the woods
the nighttime.

Stones
Anonymous

Stones
form a haven or
a prison
for gentle roses in the nighttime
when i
cannot.
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Between Capetown and Stellenbosch—August 1993
Beulah P. Baker

I passed it first on the left:
a cancerous growth of cheaply built homes
pinned to the earth to the very horizon
by towering banks of electrical lights—
government erected.
"Khayelitsha," Yvonne explained;
a massive township housing Blacks as far as
the airport into which I flew.
(1 passed it on the right when leaving Cape Town,
raking the bushes with my eyes,
trying to detect any disenchanted youth
who might randomly hurl
destruction at my red, rented Volkswagon.)
Mike continued to drive,
whizzing along the coastal road
where cars created three or four lanes out of two
each impatient to progress
at a speed all its own.
We passed the beaches newly opened to Blacks
on our way to Stellenbosch.
N1 used to think Blacks simply didn't like the beach,"
Mike mused, "and
that's why we didn't invite them to share."
(Funny how many crowd the beach today,
sunning, surfing, swimming.)
We entered the white enclave of Stellenbosch
on the day of a sporting ritual:
Would Cape Town defeat Stellenbosch
in the annual clash of university teams?
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A drunken youth stumbled beside us
in his private celebration.
The radio reviewed (again) the expulsion
of an Australian player in
an international competition
against the South African Springboks.
On the peaceful green lawns
blocky white houses sported
Cape Dutch gables and
elegant green shutters.
A few weeks ago Black youths erected roadblocks
on the coastal road to Stellenbosch.
Today we risked the scenic route
to see the lovely bay as we headed to the
prosperous white city of Stellenbosch—
passing Khayelitsha on the way.
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untitled
Camilla D. Cook
i close my eyes and colors sway in a cool breeze
blue melds to green
sun erupts
carefree.

Dichotomy
Jon Dimos
How is it that my best qualities end
up causing me the most pain.
It must be the same way that the best day of
my life was also the worst.
Odd as it may seem, Dickens sort of makes some sense
now.
It was a hot summer day;
I can even remember the smell of the freshly cut grass.
I might never have seen that day for what it
actually was if the sun, reflecting off the tears that were
streaming down my face, hadn't created a tiny rainbow right there
by my eye.
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Tuesday.
Robert John Donahue
This morning the rain
—drenched pre-dawn streetlights
& wind—stopped me.
Instead of class
I drove
to a secret brown house
on Third
and a coughing girl
answered—she knew me.
Without knowing why,
I kissed her (a small kiss
for a cold day)
and walked straight backwards
to my Pinto, down the steps
across the sidewalk
(listening slow
and breathing, breathing in the Spring).
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I Saw Love
Daniel R. Plate

I saw love there
between the
winds of cornstalk bareness and
wasteland
dreams of absurdity in the
midst of normalcy.
I saw love,
not jumping, or
soft-eyed beauty,
but the death of One for
me,
and I wept that perfection should
choose to
die,
when I was all it
gained.
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But the Stars do not Hate
Daniel R. Plate

Sitting here right now
on this wicker wood
chair with sounds
out there I know,
it does not seem to
me that somewhere the
world is changing,
and,
also that someone is hating me
because I am not
them.
The world here is too
islandic and hardly
real,
but it is so for everywhere
and only explosions
make noises that
touch the stars
but they do not move,
stonelight
faces that blink only
when we sleep.
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Understanding the Insane
Daniel R. Plate

Beside the hamburger
stand and waiting
politely for my
wife to spread the ketchup and sicklyy
ellow mustard on her
food.
She finishes and I move
to take the
next place
in line.
Before I am there
an astonishing
ly quick woman wearing a red sash on her head
begins to work diligently on her
chicken sandwich
and
not
not
icing
me.
I know with a certainty that
this is the first step and I have a great desire to search out people
claiming such experiences and cry in their open
arms.
She works veiy method
ically and quickly
and then
is
gone.
I say to my
wife,"She was a fast woman,"
but
she
did
not see and
eyes me snangely.
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Deaf Man Walking
Daniel R. Plate
"Can you tell me,
more quietly this time,
where you were when the world ended?
I'm sony, let me introduce myself.
I am Hector.
I am here doing research for the Department of
Post-History,
and we are interested in your perspective.
There, now that you know
me, can you tell me
where you were when the world ended?"
"I was walking my swan past the
corner of 5th and Dylan
Boulevard when 1 saw,
out of the corner of my left eye,
the first dimesize hole."
"Was it in the sky?"
"Nay, a thousand nays I say,
and rhyme, you see, in saying so.
(I have not felt this free before,
and will be apt to bursts.)

The hole was in my shoe, on the
top, at the toetip front,
and looking sideways at the sudden
barber dancing with Denise's
favorite chicken,
I caught a bare glimpse
of the hole,
and this was my first
clue that it was
coming,
the end of the world,
for strange events are
preludes either to famous stabbings
or an
apocalypse."
"So you knew
at this point?"
"Yes."
"And how did you feel?"
"Cold."
"And how do you feel now?"
"Fine, thank-you,
and you?"
"I feel well.
Did you wonder why?"
"What?"
"Why?"
"No."
"Why?"
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"Because the dancing was too
tempting,
and the end of the world is no time for
moping."
"So how did it happen,
finally, I mean?"
"The man playing the guitar took
the harmonica out of
his mouth and
a strong wind blew,
and the changes flew
around the answers,
and a riproaring bellow split
the question mark between my
toes, and then he stood up and
said we could all go home because
the show was over.
We walked silently,
because the death of music was this
day's touch,
and the three admired
men had started their cruise. We went
quietly, sat on couches,
watched the windows' fog,
and listened to the girl who sang
the happy blues,
because we could do no other
and the end of the world is a somber
word echoing off the cries of young men
singing, "This'll be the day that I die."
"Was there fire and noise,
or did the whimper theory hold?"
"The end was a deaf man walking."
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Tarnished Dreams
Erin Keeley — (second place story)

In Cornwall, England, many legends have been passed down
from generation to generation. These tell of trolls and goblins who
lived on the moors and were reputed to attack passersby. Their
victims were usually ordinary people who committed some grievous
wrong and, as a result, were doomed to punishments rendered by
these hideous evildoers. The story that follows is the tale of a young
woman who may or may not have been the victim of one such spook.
It is for you to decide whether her horrible end was a consequence
of her own greed, or whether she simply fell prey to someone's
wicked scheme. Here is her story.
Sarina Covington brushed a strand of wayward hair from her
face and massaged her neck. She had been kneeling over the wash
bucket all morning and she was exhausted. How she hated laundry!
It was so tiring, and it made for such a long day. Her aching
muscles groaned in protest as she struggled to her feet. A few yards
away, her young son, Benjamin, tottered after a colorful butterfly
that flitted about the yard. She smiled sadly as she watched him. He
was the one person who gave her hope now. She fervently wished
his future looked brighter.
Breathing deeply the scent of summer flowers, she cast her
gaze over the green hills. The rays of the early afternoon sun spread
their warmth over the earth and a gentle breeze toyed with the
country grasses. In the distance, the outline of the dreaded moors
lay silhouetted against the sparkling waters of the inlet. She recalled
her father's warnings never to go near the moors. She had heard all
the terrible tales of their wicked inhabitants.
Born in the year 1761, in a tiny village on the coast of
Cornwall, to the local vicar and his wife, Sarina had always known
poverty. From a very young age, she developed an independent
nature and a restless spirit. Her strong desire for wealth was equaled
only by her deep love of learning. She read and reread the few books
her father owned. When she was old enough to attend school, her
father gave her lessons along with the young daughter of the nearby
manor house. And so it was that she came to know Annaliese
Mallory.
Instinctively, Sarina's gaze turned toward the south where
Mallory Manor stood. Its magnificent stone turrets ascended to the
clouds. Ivy climbed the high walls, and neatly trimmed gardens
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decorated the lawns. Long ago she had promised herself that one
day she would possess all the wealth and riches of the Mallorys.
Her mouth curled into a frown. That dream seemed far away
now.
The sound of horses' hooves interrupted her reverie. She
turned and saw a rider heading toward her. Pulling up in front of
the gate, a young woman called a cheerful greeting.
"Good afternoon, Sari I" Her heavy golden locks bounced
daintily on slender shoulders as she gracefully dismounted. Sarina's
chin lifted proudly. Swallowing her defiance she replied, "Hello
Annaliese. What brings you out this wayT
"Well, I was out for a ride and thought to myself that it's been
so long since I've seen you. How have you been?"
Sarina hated how the girl's sincerity mocked her own troubled
heart. "I've been just fine," she retorted quickly.
Her irritation went unnoticed by Annaliese, who continued
sweetly. "I do wish you could come tomorrow night, Sari. It will be
so grand. Papa's invited just everyone for miles around! But then,
I suppose you wouldn't feel very comfortable around so many
strangers."
Sarina sniffed proudly. "Well, it really doesn't matter one way
or another to me. Besides, I couldn't leave Ben, you know."
Looking at the small boy brought a smile to her downcast
expression.
They chatted for awhile, then Annaliese turned to go. As
Sarina watched her childhood companion disappear down the lane,
she grew thoughtful. Over the years her heart had grown resentful
of the beautiful heiress. Each time they met, Sarina found it
increasingly difficult to tolerate Annaliese's warmth and
cheerfulness. She found it surprising that they had ever gotten along
at all. Annaliese seemed to have everything Sarina could only
dream of. Blessed with all that money could provide, Annaliese
owned closets filled with satin gowns, while Sarina felt fortunate to
have one simple dress that fit properly. She had watched as
Annaliese went off to finishing school. And, later, when Annaliese
was introduced into society, Sarina remained behind to watch her
enjoy her glorious new social life. The years passed, and both girls
married: Annaliese to the son of a neighboring landowner, and
Sarina to a poor, peasant farmer.
She scolded herself then and set her chin determinedly. "No
matter how many jewels you own in your lifetime, Annaliese
Mallory, you will never have my spirit," she assured herself quietly.
Even as children,
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Annaliese's meek nature and sweet disposition had been no match
for Sarina's fiery ambition.
Content in this knowledge, Sarina felt for the chain around her
neck and held up the golden locket. The sun reflected off it, making
it shine even more than usual. "And I have this," she murmured
smugly. "You will never get this back."
Years ago she had found the necklace along the road. She had
seen Annaliese wear it before, but did not return it. Instead, she kept
it, telling herself that its owner probably never noticed it was
missing. Sarina had managed to keep it a secret from everyone.
When alone, she took it out often. Her hope for the future rose
whenever she looked at it. The locket had become a symbol of her
lifelong dream to live in and be a part of life at Mallory Manor.
Indeed, it had become an obsession to her, for she had allowed it to
control her every thought.
A gentle tug at her skirts brought her mind back to the present,
and she turned her attention to her son. Gathering him in her arms,
she hugged him tightly. His chubby arms circled around her neck
in return.
"Come along, Ben. Your father will soon be in for his dinner "
Inside the small cottage, Sarina set about preparing the food for her
family. The thought of another meal of porridge repulsed her, but it
would have to do; there was nothing else to eat.
While the porridge was heating over the fire, Sarina crossed
the room to freshen up. Standing before the cracked mirror, she
regarded herself critically. Tendrils of raven black hair lay tousled
about her shoulders. Her normally porcelain complexion was
flushed from the heat, and the added color accentuated her crimson
mouth. She was far from ugly, but not quite beautiful.
By the time she had finished straightening her hair, her
husband had returned from the fields. Picking up their child, he
whirled him around the room. Benjamin giggled happily.
"How's my boy today?" asked the man cheerfully. Turning to
the meal, he said, "It smells delicious as usual, Sarina. I'm half
starved!"
His wife ignored him. She frowned as she recalled how she
used to enjoy his cheerful mood. "I saw Annaliese Mallory today.
There's to be another ball at the Manor tomorrow evening." As she
spoke, Sarina stopped stirring and glanced up in time to see the hurt
expression on her husband's face. He was aware of her jealousy but
did not respond. Feeling a bit guilty then, Sarina silently chided
herself for her spiteful remark.
This was the state of affairs when Sarina first met the man in
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white.
The next morning Sarina went for a walk. Her husband had
gone to a neighbor's house to help repair a leaky roof and had taken
Benjamin with him so that Sarina could have a few hours to herself.
Leaving the house, she headed in the direction of the water.
The morning had been particularly tiresome. As she walked, her
mind wandered. Her heart skipped a beat as she suddenly
recognized the edge of the moors directly before her. She knew it
was very easy to become lost in the moors, and if a fog rolled in, it
was practically hopeless to try to find the way out. Glancing
furtively about and finding nothing unusual, she began to retrace her
steps.
After plodding on for awhile, she spotted a lone rider in the
distance. Quickening her steps, she waved. Perhaps this person
could direct her to the road that led back home. As the rider
approached, she saw that it was a man. He dismounted and came
nearer.
He was dressed in white from head to toe. A top hat held in
place a mane of snowy hair. Riding breeches and a starched shirt
were visible underneath a flowing cape which hung behind him. In
his hand, he held a polished walking stick. As he was very tall,
Sarina was forced to tilt her head back to look at his face. She
inhaled sharply when she met his gaze, for his eyes held an unusual
sparkle.
He spoke. "Sarina, my dear ... I've been wondering when
you'd come. I've been waiting for you."
He chuckled softly at her look of surprise. "I assure you, there
is nothing to fear. I know how unhappy you have been." His voice
was soothing.
Sarina finally found her voice, and, clearing her throat, asked,
"Who are you? How do you know who I am?"
A slow smile crossed his face and his eyes twinkled. "It is
irrelevant how I know these things, only that I am here to help you."
"I'm sorry sir, whoever you are ... but I must be getting home
now. My husband will worry." She began to back away, but stopped
short at his next words.
"My dear, long ago you made a promise to yourself. I know
you haven't forgotten. However, you have lost faith in your dream.
You have resigned yourself to a life that you have never found
fulfilling. Well, that is not necessary anymore . . ."
He paused for a moment; his calculating eyes sparkled with
interest. "That necklace . . . that is the key to your happiness." A
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gnarled finger reached forward and gently lifted the locket from her
chest. Sarina stared, unable to breathe, as if by magic, the chain
slipped off her neck. The bright sun caught the glint of gold as the
treasure lay nestled in the man's wrinkled hand.
"With this locket, you can possess the power to alter the course
of your future. You need only to follow my advice and believe." He
chuckled again at her dubious expression and continued.
"This tiny object will enable you to trade places with anyone of
your choice. You will inherit all they have; they, in turn, will
assume your present lifestyle. The exchange can be permanent, if
you wish it to be, and no one but you will be the wiser. It will be as
if you were born into that position."
He paused again, allowing time for his words to have their full
effect.
Sarina knew she should leave; she should turn around and run
home without looking back. But she could not. It was as if some
invisible force was willing her to stay; encouraging her to listen to
this man's words; pushing her to follow his advice. She felt
powerless against it, so she stood there.
As she mulled over his profound proposition, her thoughts
traveled to the past. She remembered each instance she had secretly
coveted Mallory Manor.
The man in white nodded knowingly. "Ah! You think you
would like to live in the manor house. I am correct, am I not? You
have always wished to fill those closets with gowns and jewels of
your own. Well, if it is your desire to take the place of Annaliese
Mallory, then it shall be done."
Sarina's heart pounded in her throat. Her emotions were a
tangled mess. A thought occurred to her then, and she voiced it.
"But what of my son? Surely I can not leave him?"
"By all means, no! He may go with you. Of course you need
time to think this over. After all, you will be leaving behind the only
life you have ever known. Therefore, I will give you until midnight
tonight to make your decision. If you should wisely heed my words,
you must know there is one condition to consider. You have one
chance, and one chance only to reverse your decision. When this
gift is granted, it can be reciprocated only one time. If your new life
is not all you had hoped for, and you decide to return, you must learn
to find happiness with what you have. Once you awaken, you have
one hour to decide if you will stay."
He held up the locket, his eyes tempting her. Her heart refused
to obey her mind's command. As if by instinct, her arm extended
forward. Her fingers closed tightly around the object.
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"When you decide to go, tap the locket three times with your
left ring finger. After that, place it on your forehead and count
slowly to ten. If you decide to take the child with you, do the same
to hipt. When you awaken tomorrow morning, your life will be
completely changed. Go now, before your husband returns home to
find you still gone. You must not tell anyone of this or the power
will not work. Remember, my sweet Sarina .. . Destiny lies in your
hands."
With that, he mounted his horse and galloped away.
Sarina was alone then. She stood there for a few minutes,
trying to regain her composure. Then she found the road and made
her way back to the village.
As she was putting Benjamin to bed that night, she thought of
the afternoon's strange happenings. Moonlight streamed through
the small window, illuminating her son's tiny face. With her whole
being she wished to give him a better life. Placing a kiss on his
small cheek, Sarina left the room. From her spot in the doorway,
she looked out upon her world.
A gentle breeze shook the treetops, and an owl's call echoed
through the stillness of the night. She could barely hear the silvery
strain of music floating from Mallory Manor. Right now Annaliese
was dancing at the ball. Would she, Sarina, be in her place
tomorrow? How many times had she wished to be a part of that
house? She remembered the only time she had ever been allowed
inside. It was teatime one afternoon and Annaliese had begged her
mother to share some with her peasant friend. Sarina could still
taste the pastries that had been served. She doubted Annaliese had
ever eaten porridge. She remembered the library filled with books.
It was a house of treasures.
She reached for the locket and held it against her face,
searching for the answer. Excitement and trepidation battled within
her. She turned to view the inside of the tiny cottage, and a
momentary thought of her husband flickered through her mind. He
did care for her. She had never doubted that. But in the next
instant, images of satin gowns and expensive jewelry filled her head.
The music stopped for a moment, and, except for the quiet breathing
of her child, the night was still. And then she made her decision.
She would go.
Clasping her fingers more tightly around the necklace, Sarina
went inside. She tapped the locket three times. Then, placing it on
her forehead, she counted to ten. After doing the same to Benjamin,
she prepared for bed.
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Sanaa yawned and struggled to awaken. The sun glared
blindingly. Suddenly she sat up. It took a few moments for it all to
sink in, and then she remembered. She looked down and saw her
little boy sleeping contentedly beside her.
Fairly leaping from the bed, Sarina looked around the room.
On one wall, there stood an enormous dresser with an oval mirror
on top. The bed was a massive four-poster with a canopy. In one
corner sat two armchairs and a small sofa. All of the furniture had
the same ornate engravings on them. Plush rugs were scattered
about the room, and heavy curtains with braided tassels hung at the
window.
Sarina was breathless. She walked around the room, staring in
wonder at her good fortune.
"It can't be true," she finally murmured. "It must be a dream."
But it was not a dream. Sarina Covington had become a part of
Malloiy Manor.
Her stomach growled then, and she thought with joy that she
would never again have to eat porridge.
She walked over to the bell rope and pulled. She waited.
When no maid had come after a few minutes, Sarina poked her head
out the door. No one was in sight. She thought it a bit odd, but did
not dwell on something so trivial. Instead, she decided to get
dressed and explore the house.
When she threw open the closet doors, the sight before her
made her gasp with delight. Dozens of dresses hung neatly in rows.
Colorful hats hung from hooks on the walls, and shoes lined the
floor. Her hunger made her choose quickly. She would sort through
everything later.
As she finished dressing, she wondered a bit maliciously
howAnnaliese was faring in her new surroundings.
With a quick glance at her still-sleeping child, Sarina left the
room. She descended the stairs quietly and found her way to the
breakfast room, frowning slightly at the limited breakfast of biscuits
and gravy set out on the sideboard. Still, she did not dwell on this
for long. She filled a plate and began to eat, grateful at least that it
was not porridge.
Her stomach full, Sarina left the room to explore her new
home. On her right, a set of sturdy oak doors creaked in protest as
they swung open. A dark hallway stretched out before her. Along
the walls hung portraits of Annaliese's ancestors, the manor's
former inhabitants. Over four centuries of history were recorded in
the stern faces portrayed in the frames. As she reached the most
recent portraits at the end of the hall, Sarina grew tense. Through
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the middle of the last three, a huge "X" was slashed through the
faces. One frame dangled at an awkward angle.
Anxious to leave, Sarina quickened her pace and exited out the
second set of oak doors. The walls released their hold and opened
up into an immense room. Furnished only by a small settee in one
corner, the room was lined by floor-to-ceiling windows on every
side.
Sarina breathed deeply at the spaciousness. However, as
billows of air filled her nostrils, she choked at the pungent odor of
mildew. Glancing down, she noticed the wooden floorboards, rotten
from age and neglect.
Forcing back her growing uneasiness and quickening her pace,
Sarina continued exploring. However, each new room was in the
same state as the first two. Cobwebs gave a ghostly atmosphere to
the place, and the few tapestries that adorned the walls were tattered
and worn.
She began to run. Faster and faster, she tried to escape the
shabby reality. Time slipped by, unnoticed, as she fought through
an endless array of decaying doors and halls. Finally, she stopped
short as she entered a room very unlike the others. Furniture filled
the space and the polished floorboards shone.
Before she could catch her breath, a commotion made her
nearly choke. An elderly servant crouched beneath the raised fist of
a fierce-looking man.
Grabbing the woman's arm with his other hand, he struck her
hard across the face. She sank lower onto the floor and covered her
face with her hands.
Sarina stood still, unable to breathe. This man was
Annaliese's husband.
"That was just a warning," he hissed wickedly. "Next time
you'll think twice before stealing anything from my house!" With
one last evil look and a string of vile curses, he stormed from the
room.
The woman was whimpering now. Sarina went to her and
helped her to a nearby chair. A deep cut above her right eye
revealed where she had been hit. From the expression on her face,
Sarina could tell the woman was grateful for the assistance, but she
did not look at all surprised to see Sarina.
At last the woman managed to speak. "Thank you, Ma'm,"
she whispered meekly. "Please forgive me for speaking out of turn,
but I was so hungry. I took an extra biscuit to eat later . .. and well
. . . the Master caught me. I know things be a bit tight, but. . . "
Sarina interrupted. "What do you mean—things are a bit
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tight?"
The woman looked bewildered at this and replied, "Well, there
just isn't as much to go around as before . . . before the money was
gone . . . you know ..
Sarina stood up. With a stony expression, she made her way
out of the room. Breaking into a nervous run, she headed in the
direction of her bedroom. Rounding a corner, she stopped abruptly
as two hands grabbed her arms viciously. Her heart stopped beating
for a terrible moment as she looked into the face of Annaliese's
husband.
His black eyes burned with hatred as they bore through her. "I
haven't said you could leave your room!" Rage filled his voice.
Sarina winced in pain at the vise-like grips on her arms.
Twirling her around, he practically dragged her down the hall and
up a flight of stairs. Her room was straight ahead. Covering the
remaining short distance, he flung her inside and slammed the door.
Trembling with fear, Sarina gave way to tears. Her noisy
entrance awakened Benjamin, and she ran to him, clinging tightly
to his small body. This was not what she had wished for. This was
not the life Annaliese had lived. Something had gone wrong. The
clock on the wall ticked as the few remaining minutes continued to
slip past her.
There has to be enough time, she murmured in agony.
Opening the door, she searched the hall, and finding it empty,
ushered her son downstairs and outside to the stables. She fought to
keep a last measure of control as she quickly saddled a horse and
bolted out the door.
Reaching the spot where this had all begun yesterday, she
waited. He did not take long to arrive. Sarina told him all that had
happened and begged him to tell her how to get back to her former
lifestyle.
"My dear, you did not give it time. Your dear friend,
Annaliese, lived there. It is what you desired most in all the world.
A sob escaped her, and she choked back the tears.
The man in white continued in his ever-steady voice.
"Annaliese never complained of her own misfortune because of the
goodness of her heart... she learned to find contentment despite her
circumstances."
" B u t . . . , " Sarina interrupted. "What about the ball last night?
If there was no money, how could they have afforded such an
extravagance?"
"Annaliese's husband is an evil man. He gambled away his
wife's entire fortune. As you saw today, he is not above committing
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physical cruelty to those under his roof. In fact, he makes it a daily
practice. However, appearances are of utmost importance to him, so
the meager supply of funds are put toward keeping up the mask
which covers the truth." Sarina could not bear to hear more. Her
stomach lurched and twisted inside of her as she listened. Her words
tumbled out between sobs. "I want to go back. You promised I had
one chance to return. I wish to take my son and return to the life I
used to have."
His eyes darkened. "Sarina, I said you had only one chance to
return. Only one person can go back. You insisted on taking the
child with you, so now only one of you may return. You may decide,
of course, whether you would rather spend the rest of your life living
out your dream, or whether you will condemn your child to it.
Whatever your final decision, simply tap the necklace three times
and place it on the forehead as before. Good-bye now, Sarina."
Without waiting for a reply, he mounted his horse and rode off.
His wicked laugh echoed through the moors and pounded in
Sarina's ears.
She fell to her knees then, too worn out to cry. She remained
there all day, watching her son play. The thought of life without
him was more than she could bear. It would be devastating to watch
Annaliese Mallory raise her precious child. But how could she
make him suffer a lifetime of cruelty and fear? His joy-filled
laughter innocently twisted her anguish deeper. Dusk finally came.
She gathered her strength and stood to her feet. She called to the
boy, and he tottered toward her. With a quivering hand, she tapped
the locket three times. Her heart broke as she placed it on
Benjamin's forehead.
So ends the story of Sarina Covington. Years after that fateful
day when she lost her way on the moors, the legend followed her.
The years were not kind, and she grew into a withered old woman.
The heart that was once filled with jealousy had become rotten with
bitterness. Many years later, on a clear summer day, she could be
seen walking through the moors. Then she would stop and gaze
over the countryside in the direction of the humble little cottage she
had once called home. Sometimes she remained there for hours;
watching; waiting; hoping to catch a glimpse of her beloved son.
She always wore the golden locket. And as she stood there, on
the hill overlooking Cornwall, she held it against her lips. It did not
shine as it once had. It had become tarnished .. . Tarnished by the
salt in the tears that forever lay glistening on her face . . .
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Sisterly Love
Dawn Burns — (first place fiction)

The sun filtered through the tall evergreens, playing upon
Melina's cropped auburn hair as she leaped to catch our make-shift
football: her tattered Paddington bear. She tossed him in a clumsy
overhand before losing her balance and falling into an unconvincing
somersault. Paddington soared through the air to my left, his ragged
bluejacket fighting the wind like a helpless flag. I dove and caught
his arm, rolling as I hit the ground. Melina rushed and tackled me
from behind as I was struggling to get up and we were soon engaged
in a wrestling match. Behind us stood a semi-circle of gaping,
whispering girls. We noted their expression and carried on,
reveling in their disapproval. We were used to being called tomboys
and didn't mind. It made us special somehow.
Before long we heard the familiar clanging of Lumberjack
John's triangle, signaling everybody that they had five minutes to get
cleaned up for lunch. Melina and I ran to our hogan, tossing a
bedraggled Paddington back and forth as we let the screen door slam
behind us. As far as 1 knew, Kekionga Christian Camp was the only
camp in the country that had hogans instead of cabins. Not that they
were any different from cabins, they just had funnier names.
After two days of camp, our hogan had begun to take on the
appearance (and the odor) of a cabin in the hills of Kentucky.
Mildewing clothes from our failed attempt at canoeing hung from
wooden rafters and half-eaten candy bars smuggled in from the
canteen littered the floor. Melina waited as I rummaged around for
the Bible verse we were to have memorized in time for lunch.
We lined up for lunch, Bible verses memorized or, in my case,
Bible verse in hand, and prepared for interrogation. I listened as
person after person recited the verse correctly.
" 'Be devoted to one another in brotherly love. Honor one
another above yourselves.' Romans 12:10. Is that right, Mr.
Milton?"
"Very good, Cheryl! You may get your food."
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I fidgeted as I approached Mr. Milton, muttering to myself as
I went through the line. "Be devoted to one another. . . be devoted
to one another... in brotherly love..."
Melina had no problem with any verse. She had a
photographic memory and had already memorized everything we
needed to know for the entire week, including Hebrews 11 and the
Apostles' Creed for bonus points. I wouldn't have been surprised if
she had known it in the original Greek.
"Danni, are you ready to recite your verse for today?" Mr.
Milton's voice boomed, startling me out of my daydream.
"Be devoted to one another in ... in sisterly love."
I heard snickering and a murmured, "Didn't I tell you they
were?" pass from Cheryl to Tracy as she pointed first to Melina and
then to me.
"Ah, a budding feminist, I see. No matter, you may get your
food."
I mumbled an embarrassed "thank you" and proceeded to fill
my plate with macaroni and cheese.
When we went swimming there were more rumors and more
snickering. Although we should have long since outgrown them,
Melina and I played our usual water games. We played sharks and
took turns plunging each other to the depth of twelve feet, holding
each other down until we shot up out of the water, exhilarated and
gasping for breath.
In the locker room afterwards, I averted my eyes from every
inch of exposed flesh. To notice anybody's nakedness would justify
the rumors. It wasn't hard to avoid looking as most everybody got
dressed in the stalls. But Melina didn't seem to care what anyone
thought and stood stark naked in front of me, just to prove it. I
punched her sunburned shoulder and made sure to say, "Put your
clothes on! You think I want to look at you?" loud enough for
everybody to hear.
"Get off it, Danni," Melina retorted, getting right up in my
face. "What's wrong with you today?"
"What's wrong with me?" I whispered fiercely, hoping no one
was listening. "You're the one prancing around buck naked. It's no
wonder they think we're ..."
"Let them think what they want," Melina said coldly, "it don't
hurt me none."
I shrunk back from Melina, unable to retaliate.
We heard a splash ffom Cheryl's stall followed by a highpitched wail bemoaning the loss of an adolescent girl's most
treasured possession: her bra. Melina grinned at me and stifled a
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chuckle.
"Put your clothes on," I said as sternly as I could manage
without cracking a smile, "and don't forget your bra."
We couldn't hold back our mirth and broke out in peals of
laughter, dissolving the tension between us.
By the next afternoon, the rumor had reached the eager ears of
eveiy camper. No longer was it just funny looks and obvious
innuendo. It was direct confrontation.
"Is it true? Are you really, you know, really lesbians?" Neil's
stammered words came hard and unexpected in the middle of our
tetheiball game.
"No, it's not true, Neil," I said flatly, pounding the half-deflated
tetheiball with my fist. "And who told you that anyway?"
"Oh, nobody," he said, grabbing hold of the rope. "I just
wondered." He left the tetherball dangling limply and sauntered
towards a group of guys gathered around the water pump, looking
smug.
"Yeah? Well, I think you're a dork! That's what I think about
you!" I yelled after him as he turned around and gave me a wink.
"Dont worry about it, Danni," Melina said, placing her hand
on my shoulder. "We know it's not true."
"Sure, Melina," I sighed.
That evening as I dropped frozen French fries into a kettle of
boiling oil, dutifully preparing a meal for my brothers and sisters in
Christ, I felt like screaming our innocence at the top of my lungs. I
imagined myself delivering a speech so moving that masses of
campers would prostrate themselves at my feet, pleading for
forgiveness. "Just as Jesus Christ forgave those who hurt him, so I
now forgive you," I would say.
But if I couldn't convince them of our innocence through
oratoiy, the least I could do was seek revenge. I would beckon
Cheryl and the others to help me. They would come unsuspecting,
perhaps out of curiosity to see how a lesbian made French fries.
When they least suspected it, I would scoop up a ladle of boiling oil
and throw it in their faces. I smiled at the thought and peered into
the oil at the golden brown sticks struggling against the current.
Then it hit me. "Be devoted to one another in brotherly love.
Honor one another above yourselves." Why couldn't God just let me
have a little fun in my own little fantasy world? I wasn't hurting
anyone. And how did God expect me to honor Cheryl above myself
when every time she smiled at me I wanted to slap that pert little
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face of hers? I took comfort in the verse about heaping burning
coals on my enemy's head by being nice to her (about the only verse
we weren't allowed to memorize at Kekionga) and scooped the fries
out of the oil.
By 9:00 the sun had set and a full moon was on the rise. Mr.
Milton had stoked the campfire until it blazed orange against the
black sky. Every camper had found his or her way to the warmth of
the fire and the cool, damp logs surrounding it. We sang the usual
campfire songs: "Kumbaya," "You can't get to Heaven in a Kleenex
Box ('cause God don't like no little snots)," and "Pass it On." I
wasn't in the mood for singing but gave it my best shot. When
Cheryl requested "Create in Me a Clean Heart" and smiled at me, 1
pretended not to see her and didn't sing for fear of crying.
Everybody knew Mr. Milton was an avid collector of knives, so
it was no surprise to discover he had brought his collection to the
evening campfire service for us to admire. He told us about each
knife as he passed around his burgundy velvet-lined case. The shiny
steel blade with the serrated teeth was enough to strike terror in
anyone's soul so we were all amazed when Mr. Milton announced
that he had with him a weapon even more vicious and hurtful than
any in the case. Everyone's eyes became riveted on him as he
excused himself from the circle and moved a short distance away to
fetch his most deadly of weapons.
With his back turned toward us, we saw his exaggerated
shadow wrestling with a blade so huge and terrible it was painful to
watch. Deep within, each one of us harbored a secret fear the blade
would take on a life of its own and resort to mass carnage. Certainly
it had been a long time since it had been warmed by human blood.
Mr. Milton's shadow passed over me as he struggled towards the
fire's warmth and I shuddered from the cold. In the glow of the
campfire, he turned to face us, holding up a poster-board sword with
"WORDS" scrawled on it in jagged black letters outlined in red.
"Words can be a two-edged sword," I heard Mr. Milton say.
"Words are the most damaging weapon of all because they cut the
soul instead of the flesh. Nobody can see the wounds they make."
In the midst of everyone's laughter at Mr. Milton's sword, I felt
my world shrinking, the blood rushing to my head and the hell of
that afternoon pressing in on me. In one torrential sob, the dam
broke.
As everyone's eyes fixed on me, Mr. Milton desperately tried to
find out what was wrong. Melina knew and came over both to
console me and to try to hush me up. I could hear Cheryl saying,
"The guilt was too much for her to bear. She had to admit it sooner
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or later," and knew that they would never believe my innocence
now.
Our cabin mother ushered Melina and I back to our hogan.
When I managed to blubber intelligibly that people thought we were
lesbians and that Mr. Milton was right in saying how damaging
words were and how they cut the soul, I felt like a fool. "That's it?"
I asked myself. "I disrupted campfire because of a rumor that
Melina and I were gay?"
Cheryl started it. I made sure my cabin mother knew that
much. My head ached from hyperventilating and all I wanted was
to go to sleep. Before 1 drifted off, my cabin mother returned from
a conference with Mr. Milton and the other counselors to tell me
Cheryl was being sent home the next morning for breaking
"Kekionga's Kristian Kommitment Kontract" by "bearing false
witness" against me. "Oh, and this is for you," she added, holding
out a sheet of folded paper.
Turning on my flashlight, I read the note from my camp-mates.
"We're sorry we made fun of you. We don't really think you're a
lesbian."
1 switched off my flashlight and settled into my G. I. Joe
sleeping bag. "Melina, you dont really think we're gay, do you?" I
whispered into the dark.
"Of course not. You think I haven't seen you looking at Neil?
Now go to sleep."
Dawn broke peacefully the next morning with the clanging of
Lumberjack John's triangle signaling us for breakfast. Bleary eyed,
I stumbled over to the window. Outside stood a burly man by a
green station wagon waiting to pick up Cheryl. I signaled Melina
and my other cabin-mates and, faces pressed against window
screens, we watched a red-faced Cheryl trying to defend her side of
the story with little success. She didn't look as self-assured as she
had yesterday and her smile was gone.
"But, Dad," Cheryl whined, "you should have seen the way
Danni and Melina acted! They never hung around with anybody
else and were always acting like boys and touching each other. And
when she said 'sisterly love,' I knew . . . "
"That's enough, young lady," her father said. "There's no
reason for you to be starting rumors about someone just because you
don't like them. You're lucky Danni loves her enemies like a real
Christian should."
I smiled and thought I could faintly hear the sizzling of
burning coals heaped on her head.
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We watched as Cheryl's father shook hands with Mr. Milton
and forced Cheryl into the passenger seat where she sat with arms
folded defiantly across her chest. As the green station wagon
disappeared down the lane in a cloud of dust, we all breathed a sigh
of relief and some of us shouted for joy. I felt someone slug my arm
and turned around to see Melina grinning at me. I slugged her back
and stretched out my arms to give her a hug, still reflecting on the
week's events. Right had triumphed over wrong. I had triumphed
over Cheryl. But somehow it still didn't seem quite right.
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Job 38: Seeking Knowledge
Karl Martin
The doctor of the mind studies its working—
The will, the intellect, and the emotions;
The chemist smiles, understanding the sizzling
In the tube as he mixes certain potions;
But great as their store of learning may be,
Such scholars only know the outward fact:
They comprehend the rustle of the leaf,
But knowledge of the vagrant wind they lack.
Seek then the one whose forge-sparks are the stars,
Whose stitch seriates the jagged mountainside,
And his deep laugh will rumble like the roars
That shake the galaxy when planets collide;
For thought divine, not mixed for earthly bowls,
Would sear those skulls like acid burning holes.
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An acquired taste

Shannon Winnifred Hulbert
I am an awkward,
Ordinary woman.
And as the early morning mirror
Snatched me coldly,
I could not decide which
Was more beautiful.
For I live in a world
of pre-meditated poise and grace.
So my wobbling is very distinct—
(Not contagious, don't worry)
My world boasts incessant beauty,
And my tolerable face stands out
Much like Van Gogh's White Iris.
I ask myself often,
"How is it I receive any attention at all?"
The same answer rings true:
I am an awkward,
Ordinary woman....

Chameleon
Aileen Haralson
Me . . .
me and my kind ...
we come and go.
Like wind
whistling
through

craggy rocks ..

Always coming
and going
victims to the inevitable
changing
of the color guard,
traversing a myriad of
rootless environments.
In the glorious luminosity of starry nights,
free spirit flitting, fluttering
a dark beauty flashing sparkling eyes,
kicking up her heels
in the ecstasy of life's eternal
motion
In the golden rosy dawn
carefree and jubilant
splashing
through the
sea-surf in silk clothing
or
jumping
into rain
-dropped mud puddles.
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But,
in the inevitable waking of day,
strictness rules censorship abounds.
No kicking up of heels please,
Clothing must always be pressed and clean,
No more abundant joy, if you please,
No children ever allowed, please don't dare
be one.
In the end
tied, trapped, and bound
with thick
wet
leather straps
that stretch
as they dry
Forever enslaved
to the
changing
of the color guard,
to the casting of the roles
that have
long since
run dry.
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Art in Invisibility: A Critical Approach to The Crying Game
Lisa Angerer
Film, like literature, "is an index to the attitudes that are
prevalent in our society, and as such it increases our awareness of
the world in which we live." This statement, taken from the
introduction to "A Christian Perspective on Film," by Mark
Coppenger, defines the role the film medium should take in modern
society—to portray truth and provide enlightenment and enrichment
in the lives of its audiences through the aesthetics of the art form.
This understanding gives the medium in modern American society
a role of marked significance, as it has the power to affect mass
audiences with an often jaundiced view of the world. Very few films
today even attempt to challenge and inspire their viewers, let alone
portray truth-it is the sad fact that Truth has very little market in
today's society. Every now and then, however, a movie appears that
fulfills its ideal as art in a realistic and effective way. One such film
is The Crying Game, written and directed by Neil Jordan. It falls in
the genre of Art film, and would normally be released through
small, independent theaters and be seen by a few dozen people in
every major city. But because of the 1993 Academy Awards, The
Crying Game received a great deal of attention and was re-released
in the mainstream commercial theaters. As a result, all types of
people have been exposed to the genre who never would have been
otherwise, and are being affected in ways they never expected. For
The Crying Game defies conventional cinema stereotypes and
cliches, both in its subject matter and its portrayal of truth.
A review in Newsweek reported the film "mixes tragic, playful,
and perverse in quite the delicious way" (Arisen 80). The Crying
Game actually tells two stories: the first introducing us to the main
characters—Fergus (played by Stephen Rea), a "volunteer" in the
Irish Republican Army; Jude (Miranda Richardson), Fergus's lover
and fellow IRA "freedom fighter;" and Jody (Forest Whitaker), a
soldier who has been taken as a hostage by the IRA. The first half
of the film focuses on Jody and Fergus, who, despite their
antagonistic circumstances, inadvertently develop a rapport. The
depth of this bond is demonstrated when Fergus obtains permission
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to remove the stifling black hood from Jody, even though that will
make Fergus's face identifiable. In return, Jody shares with Fergus
a picture from his wallet of the woman he loves, and commissions
Fergus to look for her in the event of his death. When morning
comes, Jody dies—though not by Fergus's hand. An army troop has
been sent to eliminate the rebel faction, and only Fergus, Jude, and
their leader (Adrian Dunbar) escape with their lives. The second
part of the story begins when Fergus leaves Ireland for London to
escape the law. Once there, he follows Jody's directions to seek out
Dil, Jody's love, and winds up finding love himself. The remainder
of the movie centers on this growing relationship and concludes
when Fergus, hunted down by the IRA, chooses to protect Dil by
sacrificing himself.
The most controversy surrounding the film is in response to this
very atypical love story involving Fergus, Dil and the late Jody. For
we learn that Dil is a man, and by inference realize "she" and Jody
were homosexual lovers. However, viewers of this film should not
place too much importance on the homosexual nature of the
subplot—as the director, Neil Jordan, told Time magazine, in the
original story Dil was all she appeared to be—a beautiful woman.
The gender of the characters is irrelevant, for this is a story about
love that knows no such limitations. Jordan describes his film as "a
love story without sex, beyond sex. You think that love is the same
thing as sex—and its not, is it?" (Corless 57). This attitude towards
love is rarely seen in highly secularized, commercial movies, where
sex normally is equated with love. Only an art film could take such
a far-fetched twist—making the reciprocators of this ideal love a
transvestite hairdresser and a heterosexual Irish terrorist—and not
lose its verisimilitude in the eyes of its audience. Much of the film's
appeal lies in the depth of its character development and the
weaving of message with plot. One example occurs in the
relationship the develops between Fergus and Jody at the beginning
of the film. While still captive, Jody tells Fergus a story about a frog
and a scorpion. In the tale, the scorpion asks the frog for a ride
across a river, promising not to sting him, as that would be highly
unbeneficial to them both. But halfway across the river the frog
feels a burning in his side and cries out "why'd you sting me, Mister
Scorpion, for now we both shall drown?" To which the scorpion
replies, "I can't help it—its in my nature." Jody believes he will be
killed because it is not in the nature of his captors to let him go, yet
asks Fergus to remove the hood saying "you're kind and its in your
nature." Jody senses in Fergus what we learn later from their
conversations—that Fergus is in the group because he "believes in
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the future," and is not a killer at heart. That night, when Fergus gets
the orders to exterminate Jody at dawn, he requests guard duty so he
can give Jody comfort and friendship he would not otherwise receive
in the last hours of his life. We see the two men after Fergus has
broken the news; Jody unashamedly crying, and Fergus, not
unaffected, attempting to offer some solace. At Jody's earnest pleas
for anything that will help him forget the imminent morning, Fergus
speaks, almost as if to himself; "When I was a child, I thought as a
child. But when I became a man, I put away childish things." These
are the words of Paul, spoken in First Corinthians chapter thirteen,
verse eleven—the "love" chapter. With these words, Fergus mourns
the turn his life has taken, but sees hope for the future because of
what Jody calls "his nature." For as verse twelve reads; "Now we see
but a poor reflection as in a mirror, then we shall see face to face.
Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully
known." Fergus's incredible sense of duty makes him accept the
necessity of Jody's death, but his newfound understanding of love
keeps him with Jody that night, and leads him to find Dil, as Jody
had commissioned. This profound revelation of the nature of true
love for another human being continues as Fergus, drawn to Dil
with "a complicated mix of guilt, lust, and affection" (Arisen 80),
makes a vow to love and protect her forever. When he first
discovers Dil is a man, he reacts with disgust and shock. But the
same nature that will not turn away from duty does not allow him to
relinquish true love. For love "always protects, always trusts, always
hopes, always perseveres" (1 Cor 13:7). As Fergus struggles for,
and eventually discovers, an equilibrium between his abhorrence of
homosexuality and his desire to remain with Dil, we see the
evolution of Godly, unconditional love.
How many commercial blockbusters dare to explore such
themes—brave, profound ideas that are unheard of in modern
society except in religious circles? But instead of turning away its
mainstream audience, The Crying Game captures them.
Some
audience members may not be able to subdue emotions of shock and
some discomfort at the subject matter displayed-but because of the
distance secured by the film, most will not be turned off and become
unreceptive to the film's objective. Coppenger states that distance
fails when the audience makes "real-life reactions," and as a result
"we catch and then reassure ourselves that its only a movie, and so
the spell is broken" (Coppenger 291). During my viewing of the
movie in the theatre, I found that there was only one place where
this occurred—at the moment when we were confronted with Dil's
true sexual identity. Here the audience was unable to contain
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exclamations of surprise, disbelief, and disgust. However, I feel that
the main instigator of this response was the immaturity of an
audience unused to art films. Some critics might argue that if the
homosexual element of the plot creates such a break in the film's
distance, then it ruins the aesthetic nature of the entire film, and
should not have been used. However, I believe the ideal Christian
love that exists here is greatly augmented by the non-sexual
relationship of the two men and the homosexual issues they both
must face. Fergus must love and attempt to understand Dil as a
person, even though he cannot accept his sexuality—a perfect
example of the compassionate, forgiving love every Christian should
feel for others. If Dil were a woman, the love would be cliched and
flat—the storybook hero always risks all for the woman he loves. By
eliminating banal intrigue and stereotypes of how men should relate
to one another, the film allows for more depth in its exploration of
the human experience called love.
The existence of such love should be neither incomprehensible
nor abhorrent to modern Christians, yet sadly, that is far from the
truth. It seems Christians most often, and most vehemently, oppose
such concepts. We seem to forget the Godly beauty in the Biblical
story of David and Jonathan. There is no doubt of the depth of their
love: "for [Jonathan] loved him as he loved his own soul" (1 Samuel
20:17b), yet there was no conflict between their devotion and its
interpretation. Through history, even up through the Renaissance,
the platonic love that existed between two men was considered the
highest, most noble kind of love. Yet now in the twentieth century
we cannot handle the concept—our identity through gender roles
has become so defunct that we have difficulty accepting the
possibility of love between two people existing without romantic
baggage attached. We especially cannot comprehend such love
emerging from any sort of homosexual encounter. This is another
reason why The Crying Game makes such an impact on its
audience—Dil and Fergus discover this ideal love through a
perversion of sexuality and gender identity. It is unexpected, and
probably by the majority of the audience, not easily understood.
Another aspect of The Crying Game that contributes to its
power is truth. Even though the movie deals with a theme that is
currently of "politically correct" social interest, the film's deviance
from typical portrayals of homosexual lovers avoids platitudes that
would alert viewers of insincerity and falsity. As Coppenger
suggests, a film that is "true to some vision of the world" is not
"preachy or blatantly didactic" (Coppenger 292); The Crying Game
fulfills this stipulation through its presentation of the main
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characters as multi-faceted people who defy conventional ways of
thinking.
Not everyone agrees with my views—critic John Simon, in an
article for the National Review, writes 'The Crying Game is
homosexual propaganda and not art; not because of the kind of
propaganda it is, but because it is propaganda at all, and so the
opposite of art" (Simon 56). Simon is not incorrect in his
definitions, but in his classification: the aim of propaganda is to
forward one's own objectives, while art aims to create insight into
the shared human condition. The Crying Game does not promote
homosexuality; it cannot, for throughout the film that lifestyle is
portrayed as unglamorous, painful, and pitiable. Simon's statement
not only misinterprets the story, but disallows anything of value to
be learned from the movie and denies the film its place in the Art
film genre. Clyde S. Kilby describes art as "a means of renewing
our minds and our hearts" (Kilby 45); this statement better relates
the purpose of the film and secures the value of its message to
society. The movie is a story of love, a story of humanity, told in
such a way that is makes an ancient truth applicable to modern day;
it strips love of dead sentimentalities and suffocating labels and
confronts each viewer with the ideal. This is a challenge that does
not usually reach our secularized world—nor confront the Christian
in such clarity. "There is a simplicity which diminishes and a
simplicity which enlarges, and evangelicals have too often chosen
the wrong one . . . The first is that of cliche ... the other is that of
art" (Coppenger). This is not too say that truth, as it is portrayed in
The Crying Game is always enjoyable—some parts are very painful,
all the more so because they are believable. Yet the true, invisible
film is often a better film simply because "it can teach us hard
lessons as well as offer us pleasant reminders" (Coppenger 292).
The Crying Game accomplishes what I consider to be the role
of art in film; a means by which to provoke, challenge, inspire, and
edify whatever audience can be reached. The film certainly did that
for me—I left the theatre with new thoughts and understanding of
the nature of true love. Fergus was not the only one called to higher
understandings—everyone who entered the theatre that night with an
open mind found himself on the same journey—"Who Goes With
Fergus," Yeats penned, "And no more turn aside and brood/ upon
love's bitter mystery..." Alex Ross suggests this allusion to Yeats in
Fergus's moniker, and I find it eerily appropriate. I for one would
gladly go yet again with Fergus—for as Carl, The Crying Game's
all-knowing bartender ponders, "who knows the secrets of the
human heart?"
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Let the Children Come to Me . . .
Alex Patterson
Hot tears streamed down my face as I hung up the phone. My
husband turned to me, trying to comfort me. It was no good. He
didn't understand.
"So this is finally it?! It's all over?" I was frustrated with my
mother, frustrated with myself, frustrated with God. "A phone call?
Is that what I get? Is that what I deserve? Don't they owe me more
than that?"
I ran blindly up the stairs. I needed to be alone—alone with
whoever was out there listening to me. I reached my bedroom door
and pushed it open. My four-year-old daughter Carrie was sitting
on the bed, coloring quietly.
"Carrie, honey, will you leave Mama alone for a while7"
Carrie hesitated with a frown before hopping off the bed. I
took her place as she left and picked up the coloring book she had
been playing with, a prize won in Sunday school. "Jesus is my
Friend" was the title. I flipped through the pages depicting the
Great Comforter, the Great Healer, and I smiled in my bitterness.
I used to think my mother was the cruelest woman in the world
when she tried to make me go to Sunday school. But I would only
go if daddy could walk me to my classroom. I still remembered all
the lessons I had learned about Jesus and God and all of the things
which had seemed so real, and yet so distant—truth because they
said so. "Where are you, God? Can you hear me? I just want you
to know that I'm angry with you. And I'm hurt. And I don't think
this is fair. I don't understand. I don't understand! I DON'T
UNDERSTAND! Why do you hate me so much?!" I buried my face
in the pillows and broke into loud, uncontrollable sobs.
I heard a tap on the door. "Ellen?" My husband called softly.
The door opened and he walked in. "Ellen, honey, let's go. We'll
take the rest of the week off and just go. Okay?"
I didn't want him to be there. He didn't understand. He didn't
know. I tried to tune him out.
"Ellen, listen to me." John sat down next to me on the bed.
"You don't have to do this without me. Please, don't do this without
me."
I sighed, pinched my mouth together hard and stared at the
wall in front of me. I couldn't respond. My heart pounded. My
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husband. One flesh. For better or worse. Worse. It didn't make
any sense to me. None of it made any sense at all.
"Ellen. Come on. Let's go."
Yielding, I stood and pulled the suitcase out from underneath
the bed. I pulled clothes out of the closet. My black dress, my
husband's black suit.
"I'll be okay, John. Go ahead and eat your breakfast. I'm fine.
I want to be alone."
Hesitantly, my husband left the room. I sighed, stuffing our
things into the bag. When I had finished packing up for myself and
John, I wandered into Carrie's room. The monotony of packing was
mindless, soothing. I was feeling calm. Or maybe I was just numb.
My daughter's voice startled me.
"Mama, why you packin' the suitcases?'
I turned to face the small voice. "We're going to visit
Grandma, honey." 1 couldn't explain it all to myself right then.
"Can I go, too?"
"Yes, Carrie."
"Am I gonna' get to see Grampa, too?"
I breathed hard with impatience and looked at her. She smiled
disarmingly, flooding me with guilt for my insensitivity.
"Oh, no, Carrie. Honey, come sit with Mama for a minute."
She crawled up onto my lap and looked at me with curiosity. Taking
a deep breath, I started in. "Carrie, do you know where God lives?"
"Up there!" Carrie extended one of her chubby fingers toward
the ceiling.
"Are you pointing to heaven? Yes! You're right. God does
live in heaven. Do you remember what you've learned about God in
Sunday school, Carrie?"
"God is Jesus' daddy."
"Yes, He is."
Carrie grinned proudly. "And Jesus was my friend. And He
died."
We both paused: myself, in reflection, Carrie, in
concentration. "Did Jesus live in Oregon?"
"No, Sweetie. Jesus lived far away from here. He lived over
on the other side of the world. But when He died, He got to go and
live in heaven with God."
"Why'd He die7"
"Well, Jesus died because . . . because God wanted Him to.
God wanted Jesus to live with Him in heaven again. Thay way,
when you or I die, we can go live in heaven with God, just like
Jesus."
"Why do we die?"
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The simplicity of Carrie's question caught me off guard. I
could spout to any unbeliever the six steps to salvation. I had done
my catechism. I had memorized my share of Bible verses, and yet I
had no answers for the basic questions of a four-year-old. She could
not possibly understand death or God's sacrifice. She was much too
young.
"I'm not sure, Carrie. Sometimes God does things that we
don't understand. All we can do is try ro accept them and make the
best out of them." Carrie was looking down at her shoes, poking at
the little flowers stamped on them.
1 knew she could not possibly understand me. How could she?
I was patronizing her with all of my trained adult responses. Carrie
didn't want theology.
"As long as we are still alive, Carrie, we have to live here on
earth, like you live in Oregon. But God loves us and wants to live
with us. And so as soon as He decides that it's a good time, He will
take us so that we can go live in heaven."
"With God and Jesus."
"Yes, that's right."
"I don't want to live in heaven."
I was startled. "Why not?"
"Because I like Oregon."
I squeezed my daughter in my arms and smiled, relaxing. "Oh,
Carrie! Heaven is so much nicer than Oregon) There are none of
the yucky bugs that you hate. And God is going to be there. And so
will Mama and Daddy."
"Gramma and Grampa, too?"
Tears welled up inside, tears that I did not want to fall. "Yes,
honey. You'll see Grandma and Grandpa in heaven, too. Grandpa
is there right now. Grandpa went to live in heaven yesterday."
"Did Grandpa die?"
" . . . Yes, Carrie."
"Cause God wanted to live with him?"
"I think so... yes."
The sound of feet on wood stairs caught our attention. When I
looked, I saw my husband standing in the doorway. Carrie leaped
off my lap and ran to her daddy.
John picked her up, kissing her lightly on the cheek. He
glanced in my direction, questioning.
I lifted my eyes to meet his gaze. And then I stretched out my
hand to him.
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resignation, of course
Shannon Winnifred Hulbert
We lie here awake again. Me, with my eyes straining toward
the rolling numbers of the alarm clock, and you, musing at happier
stars through the bedroom window. This bed has become our
prison and doom. It was not an expected foe, for I remember how
we giggled and whispered when we chose it from the salesroom
floor. "A double bed," we insisted, even beyond all the logical
reasonings of, at the very least, a queen size.
No sooner had the delivery plastic been removed than we
scampered to it and truly made it ours. Those were glorious nights,
for even in the haziness of sleep, I heard your heart beat and felt
your breath on my forehead. Now, your breathing is deep and I
know not if your heart beats at all. These days, I sleep on the edges
and wake to stinging numbness in my dangling limbs.
There is a great cavern between our backs. It would be
understandable, or predictable even, if we had a dog or a nightmare
frightened child to lie between us. But there are neither. Instead,
fear lies between us. My fear of losing your love and your fear of
giving it. My fear of giving you my best and your fear of taking it
from me. This strange bedfellow, fear, snores and paralyzes us
both.
For I know, if I rolled over to face you, you would touch more
than my familiar frame. I dread that you might wrap your fingers
around my soul, which is a stranger to you. Then, you will read a
thousand diaries—and run. So too, I fear that my grip will hold
you fast, only to be clutching at nothing. Then all my previous
speculations will be correct—you are all I see and nothing more.
So, I will just lie here in resignation and pray that sleep
claims my eyes soon. Then my dreams will comfort me.
Tomorrow, I will awaken refreshed enough to make your breakfast,
balance the checkbook, and listen to an anxious salesman extol the
virtues of purchasing a queen-sized bed—or maybe even a king.
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Three Measured Reflections and a Short Prayer
for Theodore Seuss Gisel, Isaac Bashevis Singer, and
with Van Morrison in the Background
Rick Hill

Justice and mercy.
Such a pair. Such nice points of contention.
Two old men are gone; two puzzle corners lost.
Isaac Singer sips tea with his Gimpel,
Dr. Seuss paints street signs in paradise,
and my little house mouse peeks from his hole,
while a middle-aged cat raves on, raves on,
and the freezing rain of another fall
beats like a lonely child at a saucepan
on the duncecap roofs of my neighborhood.
Justice and mercy.
The radiator hisses nostalgia
into milky sweetness through tissue walls;
an organ sighs and Mr. Celtic Soul
growls for God to pick him up and offer
a breast or two—three—full of warm honey.
Isaac B. and Theodore G. deceased,
Pilgrim Van past fifty with a bad case
of wistfulness terminus—well hey,
I'm forty myself; how long can I hold out?
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Such a pair. Such nice points of contention.
Oh God, I dig myself so deep I
don't know if I'm digging up to the light
or down to the worms—and who can reach me now?
Ike Singer crapped out, Ted Geisel likewise;
The roofs yaw in; the house mouse is dead meat;
Hiss and beat, beat and hiss, hissing, beating,
justice and mercy, oil and water, till
only nostalgia is left, hanging low
like a greasy cloud over paradise—
Justice and mercy.
No contention. No point. No one to say who.
Gimpel the fool and faithful Horton endure;
Boffyflow and Spike rise in duncecap glory
through this tract of soggy rubbish, but
the holy fools of God don't cut it either.
Only God Himself now, boys. Only God
Himself.

©1994

A FRONT PORCH VIEW OF THE LAND OF HOPE
Christopher Thornton

I thought I heard someone out here. When my old coon dog,
Bess, was around she would have started barking when you were
more than a mile away. She was the best coon dog I ever had.
Never had any problems with burglars. They didn't stand a chance.
Bess died about two years ago, chasing a rabbit. Going full speed
through a cornfield and had a heart attack. I guess that's how a dog
like Bess should die—running full speed, running the race.
Please excuse the way I'm dressed. Just came in from doing
chores. I had a hard time of it tonight. I have a small flock of sheep
here on the farm. I keep them around to give me something to do.
I don't do much farming anymore. This spring I realized that I'm
not as quick as I used to be, so I rented out the land. But the sheep
give me something to do with my time. I was out there this evening
feeding them some corn. I've got a wooden feeder out in the pasture
with wooden slats that the sheep put their heads through to eat.
Well, there's an older sheep that is always causing me problems. I
went to go feed the chickens, and when I came back Joe, that's the
sheep, had his head stuck between two of the slats. I don't know how
he managed to do it. It's never been a problem before. I tried for
fifteen minutes to get his head loose, but he had it stuck in there
pretty well. Joe bleated like his very life as a sheep was in danger.
I finally got a hammer and thought seriously about putting Joe out
of his misery, but instead I knocked one of the rusty nails loose. Joe
took off running, turned around when he reached the barn door, and
just looked at me for a few seconds as if I were to blame for his
troubles, and then ran and joined the others.
Let me tell you a secret . . . Sheep are stupid. They are just
stupid creatures, especially Joe. I'm worried about the other sheep,
too. They've apparently picked Joe as their leader, and they follow
him everywhere. They'll be dead within the week!
Sheep are dumb. They do stupid things. They get themselves
into trouble. They are dependent. They can't survive without a great
deal of looking after. What they need is shepherding.
Sheep are vulnerable. They are defenseless. A couple of dogs
can, in one night, decimate a small flock. In the darkness they can't
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run. They can't fight. The only thing they can do is cry out.
Sheep are easily cut and bruised. Sheep are fearful. They don't
have any courage. You can't drive them into or through a fearful or
threatening place. They have to be led. In fact, it's difficult to drive
them anywhere. The shepherd will lead. That is how sheep move
from one place to another.
They will make the same mistakes over and over. And they
will always find new mistakes to make. They are dumb. They're
defenseless. They're dependent. They're prone to get into trouble.
You know what? It's almost like God created sheep as a
mirror. I think that in too many more ways than I would like to
admit, Joe and I are a lot alike.
But there is one thing about sheep where I think they are a step
ahead most of us. Sheep are dumb, but they're not totally dumb.
They know who they can trust. They know their shepherd.
So many of us walk down a path that we have chosen for
ourselves. Or maybe that's just me.
I guess I'll tell you about me. I guess you probably didnt come
all the way up the lane to hear an old man talk about himself, but
maybe that's the only thing I can give to you.
I had always thought that a Christian was a person with an
extraordinary heart built upon simple things: a house, a wife, a God.
I have come to learn that a true love of Christ, a true child of God,
is one with a simple heart built upon the extraordinary.
My life isn't a fairy tale. God doesn't work fairy tales. God
heals lives. He makes you whole. God works miracles.
I was born on July 2, 1920, in the late afternoon. It was a hot
summer's day, or so my father told me. For some reason, I don't
seem to remember it. Imagine that. My father said he lost half of
the crops on the farm that year to the summer heat. He also lost his
wife, and I lost my mother. On July 4, due to complications from
my birth, my mother died. Her name was Sarah. She died on her
marriage bed, the place where I was conceived, the place where I
was born.
My father stood at her grave site, saying a final good-bye to his
22-year-old wife and holding desperately onto his five-day-old son.
He threw a rose onto her grave, sprinkled some dirt onto her casket,
and then he took me home. I wish I could remember that day. For
some reason, I am sure my father's tears touched my face.
My father said Mother was beautiful.
I believe him.
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My father was a single parent long before anyone thought to
call him that. He, uh, never remarried. I don't think he could ever
find anyone to take her place.
He was a man of God. I know that 1 missed out on not having
a mother's touch on my life, but my father's love was sufficient. I
was fortunate enough to never have to lode farther than across the
kitchen table to find my role model. He was a strong-willed,
gentle-spirited man, a combination that I have found in few others.
In town we were known as Matthew Thomas and Wren. Well,
here I've been talking for this long, and I forgot to introduce myself.
The name is James Wren Thomas. My mother named me before she
died. She named me James because it was her favorite book of the
Bible. I was born too early, so I was a small baby. She told my
father, "Matthew, I know he's small, but I think someday he will
fly."
So he took it upon himself to raise me and look after the farm.
I never have understood how he did it. Once, when I was 15 and full
of the false sense of manhood that seemed so prevalent out on the
tractor in the bean field but so quickly disappeared when a certain
young lady entered the room ... when I was 15 I asked him how he
ever managed to raise me up so well. He looked at me with those
blue eyes that pierced my soul like only a father's can, and he said,
"Wren, if you have to ask 'how" or "why,* then the journey hasn't been
fully made. You will know you have reached an end and a new
beginning when you know 'how" and "why.* And I can assure you,
son, I have not finished raising you!"
I learned things like that from my father. I learned discipline.
Oh, did I learn discipline! With one look of those eyes, I knew I was
going to have another lesson in discipline. And with another look
of those eyes, I knew I was going to have a lesson in love.
I learned that commitment counted, marriage mattered, and
faith and trust are not by-products of love ... they are love.
I said something earlier about a certain young lady. Her name
was Martha Johnson. She was my next-door neighbor. She lived in
the next farmhouse, which was two miles down the road. She was
also our pastor's daughter. Somehow Reverend Johnson managed to
take care of a 75-member congregation and a 350-acre farm. He
told our congregation that the hours he spent in the fields gave him
all the time he needed to work on his sermons. As a fifteen-year-old
boy I was convinced that he spent far many more hours thinking of
ways to intimidate me than on his sermons. Whenever he spoke of
chastity and purity from the pulpit, his eyes always rested on mine
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when he said his most important points and especially when he
quoted Scripture. I suppose he saw me looking at Martha, who
played the piano during the hymns. She was the most beautiful girl
I had ever seen. Her mother was Irish, and Martha's long red hair
proved it. She had just a sprinkle of freckles from cheek to cheek
that got especially red whenever she played the piano. Her crystal
blue eyes would fill with tears and her brow would glisten whenever
she would play the altar call. Her mother made her dresses that
billowed in the country breeze.
My throat got tight whenever I thought of speaking to her.
One particular Sunday, I pretended in my mind how dashing I
would be, and how romantic, and what a fine looking young man 1
was. But after service, I got up from the pew, followed my father out
of the sanctuary, and there he was. Reverend Johnson. Shaking
hands with the parishioners. As I got closer to him, that image of
talking with his daughter quickly faded from my mind and was
replaced with those eyes of her father's. He smiled and laughed with
my father, and then it was my turn. My palm was already sweating.
He turned to me, took my hand, and then he looked at me . . . with
those eyes. And then he said, "Hello, Wren." Those two words said
much more to me than anyone could ever know. It was if he knew
my thoughts, could read my mind, and didn't like what he found. I
squeaked out a feeble, "Hello, Reverend Johnson," and nearly ran
into my father as I hurried to get out of that church. As I walked
down the steps, there she was, the sun glowing in her hair. She
looked at me, and I tried to smile, but my lower jaw was quivering
too much.
As I climbed into the truck and closed the door, I slammed it a
little too hard to hide what I was feeling. I guess my father was
smiling as he turned the key and we headed for home. 1 didn't say
much, just rested my chin in my hand and looked at the passing
fields. My father cleared his throat and said, "Martha Johnson is
growing to be a fine young women."
I just mumbled back an answer, trying my best to hide my
strong agreement.
He said, "Wren, why don't you go and visit her this afternoon "
My heart skipped a beat, and I said that I just might do that.
As I walked down that road, I tried my best to get my courage
up to speak to Martha, but first to speak to her father. When I
knocked on the door of the Johnson's house, I heard the Reverend's
heavy footsteps coming to answer. I thought about running back
down the lane and never leaving my house. But I was too late. The
door swung open, and there he stood. And he said it for the second
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time that day, "Hello, Wren."
"Hello, Reverend Johnson."
"Can I help you, son?"
"I, uh, was wondering if I could speak to Martha, um, out here
on the porch."
He was silent for a moment, a moment in which my life passed
before me. But then he smiled, and he said, "Just a minute. I'll tell
her that you're here."
I stood on that porch in disbelief. I was still alive, Reverend
Johnson had smiled, and I was going to speak to Martha. Then I
realized that I had no idea what to say. But we sat on the porch
swing, and we talked for a long time; so long that Mrs. Johnson
asked me if I would be staying for dinner. I said that I should
probably be getting home, that my father would probably be starting
to worry. I said good-bye to Martha, and she smiled. I don't even
remember walking back home.
Those Sunday talks continued for several years. Each time I
had to ask Reverend Johnson each time to speak with her. And one
Sunday afternoon when I was 18,1 made sure that I had my very best
suit on, which also happened to be my only suit. I knocked on that
screen door and I looked Reverend Johnson straight in his eyes. He
said, "Hello, Wren."
"Hello, Reverend Johnson."
"Can I help you, son?"
"Reverend Johnson, I would like to ask you something."
"Yes, Wren?"
"I would like to ask for your daughter's hand in marriage."
There. I had said it. And he was silent. And again my life
passed before my eyes. And he slowly smiled, and he said, "Just a
minute. I will tell her that you are here." And she said yes, like I
knew she would
I suppose I haven't told you enough about Martha other than
what she looked like. I can honestly tell you that she was more
beautiful inside than she was on the outside. She was quiet, very
intelligent. She made me laugh. She listened when I needed to talk.
We would sit on her porch some evenings, and 1 would hold her
hand, and we would look at the stars. When it was very quiet, with
only the crickets playing their music, she would recite her poetry.
She was a beautiful poet. She would reveal her heart to me
through her poetry. On our wedding day, she surprised me and
everyone else, especially her father, who married us, by announcing
she had a poem to read after we said our vows. She looked straight
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into my eyes and she spoke her words:
In my boat, having started out on my journey
I passed through the calm waters of the bay
the placid turning of days
the silent breeze encouraging my passage
I wasn't too far from the dock when,
out of the corner of my eye,
I saw something moving
It was a young man in a wooden boat
more magnificent than any other I had seen
You waved
I smiled
I continued rowing
holding my breath
praying that you would move closer
You did
We moved our boats together
You told me my hair was beautiful
I never told you then, but I loved your smile
Your eyes when they looked at me
Your arms that are lifting me from my boat
and placing me beside you
May the Lord be our guide
for I will help you row.
I looked at this woman before me and I realized that she was
not what I had hoped for; she was more than I could have ever
imagined.
Before I was married, my father gave me 150 acres of his
farmland, and he helped me build this house. On this land was a
stone wall, fifty feet long and five feet high, in the middle of one of
the fields. There aren't too many stone walls left in this area. In
fact, this may have been the last. My father had been building it for
many years out of field stones, but I never really asked him "why?"
When he gave me the land, I finally asked. He told me, "Wren, I
don't know why, but I do know that I was supposed to build it. This
wall will fall, but not before I die. Son, don't build walls in your
life."
I didn't know then what he meant, and I'm not sure he knew
exactly himself.
Shortly after we married, Dad had a severe heart attack. I
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found him unconscious in a field by his tractor. I got him to the
house and called the doctor. He said there wasn't anything he could
do; he was going to die. He died the following morning.
After this, I found comfort in my wife. Martha came to mean
more to me than ever before. She listened when I needed someone,
held me when I cried. She was my comfort, my joy, my love.
The very next August, Martha's mother and father went up to
Chicago to represent our district at the National Convention of our
church. They were just outside of Chicago, around dark, when two
men who had been drinking, ran head-on into them. They were
killed instantly. The two men had broken bones, but they made it.
What can you do? Martha did pretty well. She cried a lot.
And I cried, too. After the funeral dinner at the church, I took her
home. On the drive back, Martha was looking out her window. I
said, "What are you thinking, Martha?"
She said, "I... I dont know... Wren, are you ever afraid that
you are going to lose your faith in God? Not that He'll give up on
you but that you'll give up on Him?"
I sat there and thought, and 1 said "Yes, I am. Sometimes."
She said, "I know that His ways are perfect, and His timing is
perfect, and He is in control. I KNOW all of those things, but I don't
feel them. I believe He can, but I'm not always sure that He will."
She said, "I don't question that He will comfort me, but I wish
that He would have told me this was going to happen. I wish I had
known that they were going to die, and then I could have planned,
and 1 could have said the things that needed to be said, and I could
have had the chance to prepare myself. I know that's not how things
work, but I wish they did.
"I feel like sometimes God is up there and He knows all of
these great big secrets, but He isn't telling anybody. And He's
getting this enjoyment from holding all of these secrets ... No I
don't. I know that is not how God works. It's not that I needed to
tell them that I loved them. They both knew that. I guess I just
wanted to tell each of them that I loved them one more time.
"Dont worry, Wren. I know and feel that God will give me
some understanding. He may not tell me why, and that is OK. But
I know that He will give me the peace that I need."
I held her hand the rest of the way home.
The next day she showed me Isaiah 55.8:
"For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways
my ways," declares the Lord.
And that was enough for her.
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There's so much more to tell, so many things that happened
that might help you to understand. But hopefully this is enough.
We were married for 53 years when Martha began feeling sick.
She lost her appetite and began losing weight. It all happened so
quickly. And then she had a lot of bleeding. When she finally went
to the doctor, he sent her immediately to the hospital. She had
cancer. They wanted to do exploratory surgery. Shortly after they
had made the first cut, they closed her back up. As they had feared,
the cancer was everywhere, in most of the major organs. There was
nothing they could do. They told me to take my wife home, because
she was going to die.
But I didn't believe them. I was on this porch on my knees, and
I prayed for her healing. I truly believed that God could heal my
wife...but He didnt. She got much worse during the next three
weeks, and I continued to pray. Finally, on a Friday morning, I
woke to take care of Martha, And I realized that she was going
quickly. She was starting to fall into a coma. And again I was on
my knees, and I prayed, "Dear Lord, what do you want from me?
After 53 years together with this woman that You gave to me, why
do I have to watch her waste away to a skeleton. God, I have been
faithful. Why won't You heal her? WHAT DO YOU WANT?"
And a voice said to me, "I want your wife to come home."
Then I knew the Lord had spoken. I got up off my knees,
looked up to the heavens, and said, "No." I went back inside the
house and sat beside Martha. I didn't even think she knew that I was
there, but she spoke very softly, "Get the note from my box."
I went to her dresser and opened the jewelry box on top. There,
with a white ribbon tied around it, was a small note. I opened it and
read it aloud:
In my boat, having started out on my journey
I passed through the calm waters of the bay
the placid turning of days
the silent breeze encouraging my passage
I wasnt too far from the dock when,
out of the corner of my eye,
I saw something moving
It was a young man in a wooden boat
more magnificent than any other I had seen
You waved
I smiled
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I continued rowing
holding my breath
praying that you would move closer
You did
We moved our boats together
You told me my hair was beautiful
I never told you then, but I loved your smile
Your eyes when they looked at me
Your arms that lifted me from my boat
and placed me beside you
You were beautiful.
So together we rowed
I saw a Man walking on water
moving towards us
You smiled and waved
but we passed Him by.
I wanted to stop and ask Him
for directions but you wouldn't
You said you knew the way.
And I believed you.
And so, for many years, we were
happy, together.
We encountered storms
and again I saw the Man on the water,
the Guide
I wanted to stop
You continued on.
And 1 let you.
So now after many nights, we both can see my
destination, and you fight so hard to move us away
but the winds are blowing South. I can't go North.
As I stand on the dock
I smile for the last time
And the tears and the sea lap against your boat
as I watch you sink
clinging desperately to its sides
The Guide stands between us
He told me I'm home.
You cry out for the storms to stop
But He lets the clouds continue
the waves beat down upon your stronghold
He extends His strong hand
as He watches you drown.

He won't stop the leaks.
He won't fix your boat.
He won't calm the rage.
He wants you to walk on water.
1 moved back to my wife and kissed her lips, tears falling on
her face. She said, "Wren, I am the wall."
And I knew what she meant.
I would like to say that I was there when Martha died, but I
can't. Martha died later that day in her sleep. Where was I? I was
out in a field of dying soybeans, with an entire wall of field stones at
my feet. I took down that wall. It took me a long time, but I had it
down before the sunset.
In the year that King Uzziah died, Isaiah saw the Lord. The
day my wife died, I saw Him, too.
Can I be honest with you? Sometimes I feel like I want to die.
I feel so weak. I feel like I'm running a race, and there will never be
an end. I feel like I've made my own path, and I'm going nowhere.
I have led myself to the desert, and I want to die.
I miss my wife.
After she died, I walked my fields of corn when I couldn't sleep.
A few weeks ago, I had walked quite a ways into the field, and
somehow I got lost In the middle of my own field, the land that I
thought that I knew so well, I was lost.
I panicked. The corn was too high to see over. I couldn't
retrace my steps; it was too dark. If you've ever been lost in a corn
field at noon you know how difficult it can be to find your way out.
So, in the middle of this darkness, I was totally alone. You're
probably thinking, "What is a 73-year-old man doing walking a
cornfield by himself in the middle of the night?" And you're right,
but I ask you this: what is a 30-year-old woman doing in a cornfield
at night? What is a 25-year-old man doing? Or a 15-year-old girl?
What is anybody doing walking through the cornfields of their life
at night? Are we looking for something we lost or something we
think we need to find? We know we might get lost We know there
is danger in the dark. But we close the doors to our houses, step off
the porch, and never look back. WTiat is anybody doing that far from
home?
So how did I get back home? I looked up. And there above me
was the North Star, shining bright as ever. I aimed straight for it
and found home.
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I don't wander too far from home anymore; it's easier to find
home when you are standing on its porch.
You say you've never been in a cornfield? Maybe not, but you
still know what it's like. I know you do. We all do. You dont even
have to leave your house. Some of you are walking cornfields right
now.
Dear Lord, help us out of the fields. Help us to cry out Your
name. Help us to walk on water. Amen.
Praise God, there are no more walls in my life. Life is too
short, and Christ has so much for us to do, to spend it out in a dying
field building up a stone wall.
The One who has called me is faithful, and He will do it. God
called me to life; I accepted. He took me in His' arms, no questions
asked. I'm the one who asks all of the questions.
Sometimes I wonder why the Lord created us, you and me. It
would have saved all of us a lot of trouble, pain, and unfaithfulness.
But we all would have missed out on the joy, grace, forgiveness,
celebration, and, Dear Lord, all of the love . . . and I wouldn't have
missed it for my life.
The Land of Hope, that's what I call this place... the Land of
Hope lives on. More crops will be planted, more life will live, more
fields will be harvested. We can lose sight of the Hope, causing
ourselves to falter. It isn't the end we hope for, we've been assured
of the end. It is the unseen we hope for, discovering the path which
we follow and finding out that our dear savior was there by our side
since our first steps onto the path.
I will not ask "how" or "why," because my Heavenly Father
isn't finished raising me yet.
I am not a wise old man. I am a child.
I don't want to put the flame of the candle out tonight; I want
to see if it will be glowing in the morning.
Good night.
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Poppin (excerpt)
Dr. Eric R. Hedin
V
Magic blooms where magic fades
As winter melts into the spring,
And velvet days of peaceful hue
Flow redolant with morning dew.
Since the time of Christmas, over three months past, Amber's
family had lived in an old house only a few trees away from
Poppin's. So now, as shoots of tender leaves soothed the forlorn
winter bareness of the hardwood trees, they shared a close
fellowship of happiness.
During these days, Poppin would sometimes wake a few
minutes early, and in the half-light about his room, sit up on his
elbows to listen to the merry-making birds, and feel the luscious
beginning of a new spring day. One morning, upon getting up on
his knees, he pulled aside the curtains to his window, admitting
instantly a sunbeam of pearly light. Blinking away the shadows, he
jumped up, ran down the wooden stairs to the kitchen and gave his
mother a ferocious hug; she hugged him back and kissed him
square.
After they had finished eating breakfast, Poppin dashed off to
meet Amber. On their way to school, they went through the center
of the village, passing by Stefan's house and shop. Stefan had gone
away to study and usually only came home on holidays, but as they
walked past on the wooden boardwalk that fronted their shop, they
saw his father carving at the worktable.
Hearing the clump-clump of their footsteps, he glanced up and
waved to them before turning solemnly back to his work. But as his
eyes met Amber's, a few seemingly permanent creases of his old,
rugged face softened ever so imperceptibly and whisper of a smile
stirred deep within his eyes. Then they passed around the corner
and out of sight.
That afternoon, as a lively breeze danced through the sunny
open fields of the valley, Poppin and Amber dusted off their kites
and ran outside. In the open meadow, the kites went up easily and
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started a playful game of tug-of-war. As Amber and Poppin
watched those crazy specks of color skip across puffs of clouds, they
talked easily of things so delightful to their hearts. But the lazy
warmth of the afternoon sun made them feel sleepy, and they soon
just lay back against a hummock of grass, day-dreaming happily.
Poppin turned his head to the side and gazed peacefully at Amber.
She had her eyes closed and the wind occasionally fluffed her hair
about her head like a crown.
Then, slowly, Amber turned and looked over at Poppin She
spoke to him, saying, "Do you know Stefan's father very well? It
seems to me that he is a very sad man."
Poppin thought a bit and said, "Well, I know him pretty good,
I suppose."
"Whenever I see him," Amber went on, "I get the feeling that
I have something to do with helping him to be happy."
"Mother has said to me that he didn't used to be so sad, but that
he was really jolly and friendly. He and Daddy were good friends a
long time ago... he was the last one to be with Papa when . .. when
they went hunting."
As Poppin's words faded away, he looked up into Amber's
gentle, kind eyes, and, speaking with uncertain shyness, said, "I'm
sorry, I guess I still feel a soft tenderness someplace when I think of
Daddy. Although lately, I haven't gotten sad nearly as much as I
used too. I think," he added with a smile, "it's because I have such
a nice friend."
VI
The old forlorn sun of winter had given birth to a son, but he
had not yet reached his fullest strength, and when the early shadows
of evening drew on, he already rested on the out-stretched arms of
the horizon. But as children grow older so does the sun, and by the
months of summer, he freely gave forth long days of carefree
warmth.
One afternoon, early in July, Poppin's and Amber's mothers
spread a red-checked tablecloth over the picnic table in the grassy
green yard between their houses. Then soon after, they set out cold
chicken drumsticks, slices of fresh rye bread with chilled yellow
butter, and tall glasses of frothy punch, filled to the brim. Amber's
father came over, and when Poppin and Amber had found places to
sit where the sun shone on their backs and not in their eyes, they
prayed a thankful blessing and began to eat.
Mother had invited Stefan to come, but, for a surprise, hadn't
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told Poppin. She had begun now, though, to wonder if he had
remembered, when suddenly she saw him come running across the
road and leap over the picket fence into their yard. He wore only a
pair of faded shorts and yellow shoes without any socks as he came
up to greet them. Smiling broadly, he clapped Poppin on the back
and said, "How are you, old boy?" Poppin hadn't seen Stefan in
several months and his joyful face fairly shone as he returned his
greeting. After a moment, Mother intervened to hand Stefan a plate
and some silverware, and to prompt everyone to pass all the food
down his way.
The rest of the meal proceeded true to the form of a picnic
dinner and ended with the sun still shining. Now came a time for
relaxing in lawn chairs and walking barefoot in the cool grass. But,
alas, Stefan couldn't stay; so heartily thanking their mothers for the
good food, he said goodbye to Poppin and Amber and, giving them
each a smile, strode away between the towering pine trees at the end
of the path.
After Stefan left for home, Amber and Poppin decided to walk
to the nearby pond on the hill.
"We wont even need our shoes," Poppin called, "It's grassy and
soft the whole way." So, they ran across the field at the bottom of
the valley, and strolled up the gently sloping ridge on the other side.
A soft breeze rippled like a lazy ocean wave along the top of the
long, silky grass. It brushed lightly against their bare legs and
Poppin felt it tickle just a little.
At the top of the ridge, in a little hollow, lay the pond.
Choosing a spot on the far side, Amber and Poppin sat down in the
pleasantly cool grass. Poppin picked up a few small stones and
lazily tossed one through the air into the still water of the pond. It
landed with a gentle plop near Amber's reflection and sent out little
rippling waves until he could hardly see it any longer.
Poppin had lain back, half day-dreaming, when he felt Amber
lay her hand on his arm. Opening his eyes, he looked up at her
kneeling against the rose-milk sky. Her face wore a smile that
couldVe almost made him cry. Somewhat anxious, Poppin sat up
next to her. "Amber, is something the matter?" he asked. For a
moment Amber remained silent, her deep brown eyes searching his
questioning face. Then she said, "Poppin, I have to tell you
something; please don't be hurt or saddened by it. Do you remember
last Christmas when one day our family sort of suddenly arrived at
your house? Well, I didn't know it then," she went on softly, " but
we are only to stay here one year."
These words sank into Poppin with dismay, but as Amber
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spoke them he saw that she felt more deeply saddened than he. Her
eyes blinked back tears of sorrow. "Amber," Poppin implored, "we'll
live. Be glad for the time we have had together."
At this, Amber gave a little smile. "Poppin, you make me so
happy," she said. "I just didn't want for you to be saddened, for I
know that, somehow, something very good will come." Then, as joy
and thankfulness bubbled up fully within her, she said, "I'm sure
we'll see each other again sometime."
"Why, Amber!" Poppin laughed. "Of course we will. But
you're not even leaving till Christmas—and that seems to take
forever to come!"
The sun had set leaving only an orange glow wavering on the
horizon. Poppin took Amber's hand and together they walked back
along the still water of the pond towards home.
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Fall
Erin Keeley

Something about a fall day
with trees capped in technicolor palettes
of scarlet and citrus.
Like mirrored waters before the storm,
like still meadow grasses before the stampede.
But something too about a fall day
with the dry crispness of the new cold.
Like the last traces of a fluttering heartbeat,
like the beautiful strain of the last notes of music,
carried away on the wind.
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Diners remind me of you
Stephan Koch

The eggs, the toast—Hi cholesterol
Coffee—4 creamers
I'll drink the coffee black
And the creamers separate
Legal Pads balanced
on the fulcrum of a thumb + forefinger
Awaiting the next menu selection
The cooks behind the scene
Legislating carbohydrates
And dingy tables set on a greasy floor
Dim lighting, Dark windows
If it was any lighter it'd be too bright!
Middle aged-waitresses set up
A meal and place mat that defy their origin
the smell of smoke,
A taste of salt,
And you
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